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BY R. F. FULLER.

They’re there—those very rocks !
Not wasted by the shocks
Of sleet &ud snow and hail,
’That in the winter r a il;

Nor melted by the sun,
When, the chill season done,
He thaws the ice, dissolves the snow,
And makes the grass to verdure grow !
Though his stern rays in volley shower,
T o parch the earth and scortch the flower,
Y et, those rough rocks, us termini.
Look solstice sternly in the eye !
Their icy beard they still put on,
Their scanty summer mosses don.
And tower with time-word visage there,
Like promontories of the air !
Long, leng ago, upon them stood
A fa:her kind, a father good,
W ith me, diminutive in hight,
Close by his side, upon the 6ite.
My little hand was in his own ;
And child and father stood alone.
To his blue eyes my eyes were raised,
And love’s reply‘his glances gazed :
A double star looked sire aud son,
A larger and a little one ;
Which, changing glances side by side,
Until the telescope divide.
Will glisten like the glance o f one—
So stood wa there, the sire and son.
The other’s heart was ku nvn to each ;
Aud silence told us more than speech,
But thought impressed his countenance,
And sobered there his sefter glance,
Whose dimmer Instre seems to show,
He sees it can’t be always so ;
And, from the rock’s height, spies afar,
Where blunt no more our footsteps are *
“ My son !” he said, “ when you come hither
Remember we were here together I
Visit these rocks, thy son !” he said—
But added not—“ when I am dead !”
We never went, in company,
To those same rocks j nor singly he:
But. I have been, indeed ulone!
My father’s star is set and gone ;
Aud, where no more he guided me,
My footsteps stumble wearily.
Yet, something holds me, when I stand
Upon those rocks —that very hand’
That very look, remembered well,
Beams in my heart, with loving spell:
That very star, whose absence made
My reckoning dark, my soul dismayed,
Shines in his well remembered eye,
And makes the cloud.- of life go by!
That star, which set to earth arose;
And still in heavenly ether glows!

T W IL IG H T .
(Concluded.)

Miss Gracie’s eye was caught at once by
the graceful arrangement of the flowers, and
the simple but almost artistic combination
of colors.
‘ Did you make th a t? ’ she said, pleasant
ly, drawing near the steps; ‘ it is very
pretty '.’
‘No, it ain't; that ain’t nothing,’ said
Twilight, blushing deeply, and sweeping
with a sudden motion of her little sun-burnt
hand all the flowers into her lap as she spoke,
“ That ain't nothin ; only I had nothing else
to do.’
‘O h ! I am sorry you have broken up
that pretty wreath,’ said Alice. ‘I should
have liked it upon my dressing-table. I
love flowers dearly, and I am sure you do,
or you could not make such a pretty wreath.’
Twilight smiled aud nodded her head, but
she did uot speak.
‘They are very beautiful, and very curi
ous and wonderful too,’ 6aid Miss Gracie,
drawing out a clover blossom from the mass
in her young companion’s lap, and holding
it up admiringly before h e r; ‘and we ought
to be very thankful to the kind Friend
whose love gave them to us, had not we ?’
Twilight looked a timid, wondering look,
hut did not speak.
‘You can tell me who gave you all those
beautiful flowers, can’t you ?’ continued
Alice, seriously.
‘Nubbody didn’t give 'um to me,’ said
Twilight. ‘I went and picked ’um for my
self.’
‘Yes, I know ; you picked them yourself,
I dare say ; but I mean, who gave them for
you to pick?’
‘Well, nubbody didn’t, they wasn't nubbody’s flowers; 1 got 'um out in the lane;
nubbody don’t never g iv e ’ura to me; they
don’t grow in nubbody’s garding; them
don’t—them’s wild flowers.’
‘Yes; hut I mean, who makes them, in
the land and garden too—don't you know ?’
‘Why, nubbody don’t make ’um,’ said
Twilight, laughing ; ‘I guess they couldn’t;
they grows.’
‘But who is it that makes them grow,
Twilight?’
‘Well,’ said the little girl, reflecting, ‘ I
guess, if any body does, it’s Uncle Lem and
ine. for he goes and makes the holes and I
pop in the seeds; and we had a real good
time doing of it, didn't we, Uncle Lem? Oh !
he’s asleep, I guess; ain't he ?’ said she,
glancing over her shoulder at the silent fig
ure in the corner.
Miss Gracie looked in that direction, too.
Uncle Lem did not speak or move; but
from a slight nervous twitching of the un
covered portion of his face, she judged his
sleep was not so profound as he wished it to
appear.
There was a short silence ; for, strangely
puzzled by the child's manner, comparing
the stupid ignorance of her answers with her
remarkably intelligent face. Miss Gracie sat
curiously contemplating her, and wondering
if it were possible this could be the simula
tion of a clever but roguish child; and the
little girl, evidently thinking the conversa
tion had come to a natural termination, had
quietly taken up her flowers again. But as
Alice met the gaze of the full, soft eye, and
noted the sweet, truthful expression of the
whole face, she felt ashamed of her suspicion;
and drawing nearer again, she said,
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•Twilight, you said just now you had . scattered in her hasty flight, Miss G racie1 ‘ Twilight,’ she said, after amoment’s si- and laying a gently-detaining hand upon inquirer, as if furtively noting the effect of her could read it, and Bhe said ' yes, to be sure she
Have you no Sunday lesson : walked thoughtfully down the garden. A t ' lent self communing,‘I ,should like to take Alice’s arm, asked, nervously and breath communication—‘I guess I ’m a Welshman.’
could ;' and so I thought of it two days, and
There was something in this absurd answer then I asked her if she would read a letter for
lessly,
Ithe extreme end sho heard a passionate sob-!you to church with me.’
so utterly a t variance with the sweet face and me ; and she said yes. But when I got it, and
‘M e!’ said the girl, looking up at her in | bing; and there, prostrate on the green turf ‘Sakes alive !’ said Twilight. ‘Why, Miss
‘Where must 1 go ?’
the low, trembling tones of her who made it,
‘With me, of course,’ said A lice; and tak that for ono moment Miss Gracie’s strong senso give it to her, she couldn’t read a word of it,
surprise at the question, ‘No, I guess I under the apple-trees, lay poor little Twi Gracie, marm ! if I ain’t fit company for our
and she said it warn’t no words at all ; that it
hain’t.’
light, with her face buried in the fresh grass. liuthy, I am a deal unfitter for you. Why, ing her blushing companion by the hand, she of the rediculous prevailed, and she laughed in was all bosh! and she Sung it back to me, and
‘Do not you have Sunday lessons usually, Before Miss Gracie could make up her mind you forget 1 am a work-us gal, and you a walked quietly to her own seat, and placed spite of herself. But one glance at the blush said I ’d as good put it right in the fire, for it
ing and tearful face of poor little Twilight wasn’t no good at a l l !’ and Twilight's voice
Twilight besido her.
my dear ?’
how to address her, the child’s quick ear la d y !’
It must bo confessed that, for a few mo- touched a tender chord; and regaining her trembled aud her eyes flashed a t the remember
‘No, indeed ; never,’
I do not think anything of that Twilight.
caught the sound of her steps, aud, rising,
gravity
by a great effort, she said, pleasantly : ed insult.
‘And why not, 1 wonder ? I suppose you she came directly toward her. But oh 1 If you are only a good girl now, there is no ments. Alice watched her young proselyte
‘My dear child ! 1 could not help laughing
‘ Will you bring it now and let me try to
know how to read ; do not you ?’
what a chaoge in that young face! The disgrace in your having been in the Work- in some anxiety; and she was gratified and a t the droll blunder you made. How can a
read it to y ou!’ said Alice.
Isurprised, though she couldn’t forbear sinil- little girl be a Welshman !’
‘Well, said Twilight, reddening, ‘I can storm of passionate sorrow. Pale even to house.’
‘ Yes indeed,’ said the delighted child. ‘ I'll
read some.1
‘Ain’t there though?’ said Twilight. ‘Well, ing, at the child’s quiet, lady-like demeanor.
the lips, with a look of settled woe, pitiful
Twilight gave a sigh of relief which seemed go and get i t ; and you’ll see if my mother
‘I hope so, indeed. Such a nice, tall girl to behold, she carneto Alice’s side, and lift I thought there was, ’cause whenever I go to No idly-wandering glances, no impertinent to say, ‘Is that all?’ but she did uot speak.
wrote on scrabble, won’t you ?’
‘Don’t you see,’ said Alice, ‘you may be a
as you are ought to be able to read pretty ing up those soft eyes, now trembling through the village for Aunt Betsy, and the free, stare,betrayed the eager curiosity of a vulgar
In a few moments she returned with a small
well.’
tears, like violets heavy with rain-drops, she school is out, the boys calls out ‘W ork-’us' mind ; calm, grave, and self-possessed, Twi- Welsh child, or a Welsh girl, o ra Welsh woman, package done up in browu paper, and reverent
you please; but not a Welshman. But ly unfolding it, she took out a morocco case,
‘Well, 1 don’t ’ said Twilight, sadly; ‘I with humble, penitent manner, and a voice g a l! work-’us g a l!’ and then 1 run just as light seemed to melt into the time and place, if
what made you think you were a Welsh aDV somewhat worn, but not much soiled consider
used to.’
tight as 1 can clip it.’
j us if church-going had been her daily habit. thing ? ’
whioh faltered in its low, pleading tones,
‘ They are very wrong to do it, Twilight,. When the services commenced—and, fortu‘But you ought to be able to read better.
‘Because,’ 6aid Twilight, ‘I suppose I am ing how long it had been in the hands of the
‘Please, marm, to forgive me; I spoke
busy little maid uf all work.
You have not forgotten what you have real bad to you. I oughter been ashamed and when they do, it is more of a disgrace nately for our young heroine, they were of what Taffy was ; aud whenever he went down
‘ I always kiss it good-night, and good-morn
learned, I hope?’
to speak to you so; and I ’m real sorry— to them than to you. But we will not talk , a simple practical nature, taken from the into the yard all the work-’us boys used to sing ing,’ she said, with a loving sinilo, as she
about them ; I have something more to say New Tcstiment history—she listened with out, ‘Taffy was a Welshman, Taffy was a thief!' handed it to Alice.
Twilight did not answer; she hung her please, will you forgive me?’
But he wasn’t a thief, Miss Gracie, sarten true
head and blushed.
Miss Gracie opened the case, which contained
‘My dear child,’ said Miss Gracie, plac to you. if you really want to learn to read earnest eyes and avaricious ears, which seem- he
wasn’t ; he was a real honest, dear, good
■Will you tell me why it is that you do ing her hand kindly on the girl’s shoulder, and write I will teach you; I have taught a ed to devour every word ; and Alice watch- old man ! He was, n o w said she, with a tear two delieately-painted French miniatures, and
started
in surpisc ; the two pictured faces within
uot read as well as you used to do ?’
great many little girls. Do you wish to log her absorbed attention, was reminded of ful earnestness.
as she spoke.
were so like, so wonderlully like, the little in
the thirsty desert, when first it receives into
‘ ‘Cause. ’
‘No, n o !’ interrupted Twilight, with learn ?’
■I dare say he was,’ said Miss Gracie, ‘ or he nocent face looking up into hers ! On the re
‘That is no answer at all, Twilight. drawing herself nervously from the caress
For one moment surprise kept Twilight its bosom the genial and revivifying rain, would not have taught you to be so good a girl. verse side was a curiously-formed cipher, prob
Can’t you give me a better one than that?’ ing hand; ‘I a in ’t a dear child— I know I speechless, and then, bursting into contrite which is to array it in beauty and gladness But what relation was he to you ? Was he ably tho combined initials of the wedded pnir,
and teach it to ‘blossom as the rose.’ The your father ?’
•’Cause 1 could read in Taffy’s book,’ she ain’t— I ’m an awful wicked, bad g a l! I tears, she sobbed out.
woven in their hair. Not more curiously and
‘ Oh n o !’ said Twilight, he wasn’t my intimately were the threads of raven black and
said, at last. ‘He teachcd me to read iu was ugly to you—I know I was—real ugly
‘And 1 was ugly to you !’
music, too seemed deeply to interest her; but father,
I know.’
glossy brown blended together than tho several
his book.’
‘Never mind that,' said Alice. ‘You did for Alice, the closing wonder was the great— I always am when I haves a tantrum.
‘ Your Grandfather, then, or your uncle, per lineaments of the two originals had been blend
‘And you cannot read as well in any Miss White used to say I was. But I ’m not understand me. I know you will uot est.
haps?'
ed in their transmission to thoir beautiful
other book?’ said Alice. ‘Is that it? ’
When the last hymn was given out— and
‘ Well, I don't know what he was to me,’ child ; there could he no doubt that theso were
real sorry, and I won’t never speak so to speak so again.’
Twiligwt nodded; and from the far-off you agin, if I can help it—oDy—please
‘Never! never!’ sobbed the little girl, it was the sweet hymn of Heber’s. ‘I would said Twilight. ‘ He might he my uncle ; maybe indeed the parents of little Twilight.
corner ot the piazza came the low-murmur marm, don’t say that agin, ’cause it hurts ‘But stop one minit, marm. Them little gals n°t live always’— the congregation, as is not he was ; I don't know. But I know he was
‘ That’s mamma,’ said site, bending down to
ed words:
as learn of you is rich ones, isn’t they ?’
unusual iu rural districts, all rose, and from real good, and I loved him first-rate, and no kiss the picture. ‘ Is not sho jolly?’
me so here, I can’t hardly breathe.’
And she returned to her lesson.
‘ Jolie! tres jolie ! charmante." said Miss
‘The children of rich parents you mean ? various parts of the house many who could mistake.’
And she laid her baud upon her poor,
“ There’s many a one, if the truth w ere known,
A few days later, at the usual hour, Twilight
Yes.’
sing joined with the choir. The first verse made her appearance a t Miss Grade's door to Gracie, smiling, as she for the first time com
Gan read no Bible except his ow n.”
little throbbing heart as she spoke.
prehended the sense in which Twilight had so
‘And
yours
is
a
pay
school,
ain’t
it?
’
was
half
sung
when
Miss
Gracie
became
‘You
see,
marm,’
continued
the
child,
say Mr. Wood wanted her to go to the village often used that before inexplicable word.
Alice turned round, but Mr. Wood's sin
‘Yes,’ said Miss Graeie, wishing to see aware of a voice close at her side, low, soft, for him. ‘ I must go,’ she said ; 1 and it's ugly
drawing nearer to Alice, and speaking in
gular attitude remained unchanged.
‘ And now for the letter,’ said Twilight.—
in me not to be more ready to do what he ‘ Will you try if you can read it? I t is rumpled
what
the
child
intended.
‘Yes,
I
am
paid
and
trembling,
hut
sweet
and
rich
as
the
low,
confiding
tone,
‘most
other
gals
has
‘But, Twilight,’ continued Miss Gracie,
; breath of violets, which, gradually gaining wants, for he is always good to me. But I some ; ’cause, as I couldn't read it, I sometimes
‘if you can not read very well, can not you folks; some haves father aud mother both; for teaching them.’
‘Then 1 can't come, marm. Thank you 'confidence and volume, swelled out into freer sha’n 't he gone long ; I shall kite down there lay it on my heart a t night ; for I thought
say some little hymns ? 1 dare say you have some haves one, and some haves t ’other;
and back ju st as tight as ever I can go.’
maybe some of the good would come out uf it
but they mostly all on ’um has somebudy— just the same for being willing to teach me ; / harmony. Trembling with apprehension,
been taught to repeat some hymns.’
As she left the room, Alice, who had the
hut I haven’t got a red cent. I had a quar-I Alice dared not turn round. She was a valuable habit of using odd moments, took a at night (as the sweet smell comes out of tho
ony
me,
1
ain’t
got
neither,
nor
nobuddv.
‘No,’ said Twilight, ‘ 1 hain’t.’
(lowers
in the garden wheu it it's dark there)
‘Well, then,’ persisted Miss Gracie, ‘you But Taffy said my folks had gone to heaven; ter of a dollar once; Uncle Lem giv it to me . teacher of music, and was herself no indif- French book from her shelf, nnd began to read and make me good.’
and he said, if I was good, real good, some- last Fourth of July—he’s real good tome— iferent performer ; and as the soft, mellow aloud, as she did some part of every day, to
‘ This letter,’ said Miss Gracie, 1 is addressed
can, at least, say your prayers, 1 hope?’
hut I ain't got that now.’
° !tones swelled gradually higher
and clearer keep herself in practice. Sho was still reading, to Mademoiselle Antoinette Elise de la Tour !’
Another shake of the little drooping head. buddy there—maybe ’twas the King, or the
And what did you buy with it, Twi- ! sl>° held her breath in nervous anxiety, for and was not aware any one had entered the
• Yes,’ said Twilight, quietly, ‘ that's me.—
‘Speak, my child,’ said the young la d y ; President maybe—would be like to hear
she feared the young singer, embarrassed by room, when a quick aspiration close to her ear Tally used to call me Ann Twilight, and Twi
‘do not shake and nod your head in that on’t, and send for me to come and see my light?’
made her start, and she turned round to meet light—that's English for Toinette, you know.’
the
notice
she
was
evidently
drawing
upon
‘Well,’ said Twilight, hesitatingand blush
the flushed face and eager, wide eyes of Twi
way. That is not polite or pretty. Tell folks. And 1 hare been just as good as
• The letter is in French,’ said Alice. ‘ Shall
herself, must falter, and might possibly break light, who was looking over her shoulder.
ever I knowed how; and I thought maybe ing, ‘1 didn't buy nothing with it.’
me: can not you say your prayers ?’
I read it to you so, or in English?’
down. But still, pure and clear as liquid
they’d
send
for
me
to
come
next
Thanksgiv
‘ W hy! why! can you read like thatV cried
‘And
where
is
it
then?’
‘No, marm,’said the girl, sadly and timid
1 Ju st as mauttna writ it.’ said Twilight,
ing Day—folks does, you know— and now
Well, I gave it to the little begger gal, amber, higher and higher, triumphantly as- the excited cliild, bending forward with clasped sinking ou her knees, and with her soft eyes
ly. ‘I guess 1 hain’t got none.’
— and now, you see— I've been, aud went, cause she said her mother was sick. But [ cended the rich golden harmony, and as Alice hands and tearful face. ‘ Why, th at’s Tally’s and her clasped hands upraised, as a devotee
Alice was shocked.
talk ; that's like Taffy’s hook ; I can read that. ’ might kneel to listen to some oracle-breathing
-I- i . i she
i ’ said,
-j " ,t
■ i a t dand hadther
one wi„
of my
aud him.
somebud’Twihght,
‘I am surprised
b% tantrums;
sure t0 tell
aaJ that wouldn’t be nothing to you if 1 had i t ; listening, heard each note rendered with a And catching up the book which Alice laid saint.
ean’i o u ^
I then I know lie’ll say, ‘She’s an ugly gal, aud I ain’t got nothing else in the world— lruth and fidelity rare even in more experi- down, she read a sentence or two with tolerable
The letter we shall venture to translate :
ony one thing—aud Taffy told uie never to ■d e ed vocalists, her apprehension gradually
and a pure Parisian accent.
° U'
, ■i m ... , . ,, i
T aud cross— we don’t want her here;’ and he to give that away; and so I can’t ; and I /gave way, and at last she ventured to steal fluency,
• My darling Antoinette my Orphan Angel,
‘ Oh, how good it sounds?’ she said, kissing
‘W hy, yes, said Twilight, ‘lobe sure, I
Thanksgiving, aud I shan’t
my
H enri' s Guild.—la m dying, my sweet one.
one
glance
at
the
singer.
That
look
reas
--------- the book as she laid it down again, ‘ I did uot
wouldn’t if he hadn’t told me.’
'
spose I can say that.
!
f
,
°
°
I must leave you in a strange land ; and you,
know
any
body
had
such
books
ony
Taffy.’
sured
her—
uo
fear
for
Twilight!
for
there
‘But Twilight,’ said Miss Gracie, I do not
B.UUW any uuuv uuu ouou uuossuuj, auuy.
.
IRtle deserted one, are too young to under‘I thought ho’ said Alice, encouragingly.' SeeA*^d „°„.
And again the passionate, despairing sor wish you to pay me anything. If you will was no self-consciousness about her. Wholly , 5, w“ ,n°jy / ? : Ce, StU-r,n ? b? surPrlseJ- - stind your loss, or to know why I weep as I
•Well then, let me hear you say that— will
‘ by, lw ilig h t,’ she said, ‘ and so you are a j u,
tQ
Bu[ {
row rained down her sweet young face.
try to learn, and are a good girl, that is all absorbed iu the music, with her soft, dark
you ?’
eyes fixed upon the organ loft, and the rapt Irench g ir l ,a f te r all, and not a bit of a , an/ lea3 strengJ b an J j mu3t haston on. My
‘Listen to me, Twilight,’ said Alice, who the pay 1 want.’
‘Say what ?'
c /s /t n ia n .
,
. i faithful Eustaphic and Marie reminded me (and
now comprehended the true nature of the
‘Really— really, sartin tru e?’ said Twi expression of n St. Cecilia on her young face, . H‘ Am
‘Why, say ‘Our Father.' ’
1 '; 8i ldPlw il,S1\ t : •>•
“
1 blesa tlie“ lor tlle considerate thought) that
she was singing, as the wild bird sings, be And was laffy French, ou .
I
m come when my now unconscious
‘Our Father,’ repeated the child, smiling. case; ‘you did not understand me. When I light. again catching Alice's hand, aud kiss
‘ I dare say lie was. But suppose, instead of c h n j wjU
oJJ
‘Very well ; go on. W hat next?’ safd i sP°^e of your ‘Father in lleaveu,’ 1 did not ing it repeatedly. ‘Oh 1 won’t I be good ? cause the irrepressible flood of music within
understand
what I
your lessons to-day, you sit down there and tel ; wHte . and for enough
gake to
j make
t|lj8 ,asteffort
mean your earthly father, I meant God; but Try me, try m e; I do so want to learn. her could uo longer he restrained.
Miss Gracie.
me
all
you
can
remember
about
yourself
aud
.
to
eolllmunicate
with
When
the
hymn
was
ended
she
gave
a
you were thinking ol’your father aud mother Taffy used to say, ‘be a good gal. and try to
But Twilight hesitated.
you.
My
beloved
one,
laffy.’
..
. . ,- ! your father was Antoine Henri de la Lour,
‘Our bather who art in heaven,’ suggest who are dead and gone to heaven, where 1 learn to read and write, and be a lady ;’ 4ulut little sign of contented enjoyment, and
‘ O h !’ said Twilight, taking the seat indi- 1J
.
----. . _
.
hut
when
I
told
Miss
White,
she
laughed
at
left
the
church
with
Miss
Grueie.
Together
second
son
of
Etiennuc
de
la
Tour,
banker,
Rue
trust
you
w
ill
one
day
be
sent
for
to
meet
ed A lice; and ‘Our Father who art
cated to her, ‘ 1 remember a great great, long
me and said, small chance of that, she° guess- they walked in silence for some time; and time ago—we used to live in a town where de----- , Paris.
heaven,’ repeated Twilight, with parrot-like th e m .’
‘
Having
business
which
called
him
to
Ameri
ed.”
then,
when
the
throng
had
lessened,
and
they
‘Do you—do you?’ said the child, the
there was lots of bouses, and Taffy bad a shop
repetition; and again she made a full stop.
ca, I persuaded him to let ine accompany him,
A short consultation upou ways and means were comparatively alone; Alice ventured to down
and he
had music
music things
things and
and books,
•Go uu, child." said the young te a c h e r , glad light of hope breaking over her pale
down stairs,
stairs, and
lie had
books, 1and \ ; ; 7 . ; ; b7 ; u" j " t “ Havro^in 7h?'S w aaT e,’
was
then
held,
i
t
appeared
th
a
t
A
unt
BetBay
’
quietly,
face;
do
you
believe
it
too
?
Oh
!
I
am
so
and
gentlemen used to come and play and buy Captoin Thibaud> with you our 0D, child
somewhat impatiently. ‘W hat comes next ?’
the
music
things.
An
ere
was
a
y,
an
,
pjtrre Eustiphio, my husband's valet, and his
‘I did uot know that you could sing Twiglad,’ and catching Alice's hand she cover sy usually took a uap from three o’clock till
Our mother,’ faltered the child.
Marie, and I ; and-JIar.e used to wash me, and , wife Wari
a t b
’
five in the afternoon, during which time Twi- light.’
For shame. Tw ilight!’ said Miss Gracie, ed it with eager kisses.
dress
me,
and
p
u
t
me
to
bed.
And
there
was
,
our
in co,li8ion wjth anotP
‘Didn’t you?’ said Twilight carelessly, as
‘But, Twilight,’ said Miss Gaaeie, ‘when light was at leisure; and it was settled she
now fully convinced the girl was deceiving
somebody else, too, said she, reflectively,‘some-•
was wrccked , n the suddennegg of
and U)e dark
n
j
her. ‘You know better, you careless girl 1 I spoke of our ‘Father iu Heaven,’ I meant should come into Miss Gracie’s room every if it were a matter of no importanco either body dressed all in white ... a great big c h a ir - ( a]
day at tli it hour, and receive instruction.— way
I think it must have been my mother. And : Y(jur father was am0 ’themf j wag gavcd b
—you Jo —you m ust know better. You God ! Do you know who lie is?’
To
make
all
secure,
Alice
informed
Aunt
‘But
I
have
never
heard
you
singing
about
‘No,’ said Twilight, hesitatingly, ‘not
one day, when I was playing. Tally came and j the dcvotion of Eusta° hie, and you b J0U'
know very well that there is no mother in
took me up and carried me into a dark room ; faitfcfu, M irie
j
7^
J
much, I guess.
I ’ve heerd tell a little Betsy of the plan, aud the good quakeress the house,’ said Alice.
heaven.’
and she was th e re -o h , so white and her eyes , S(.iougneg8 th
b .
d
did
uot
object;
only
saying,
‘
Sure!
it’s,
‘-S|°
indeed!’
said
Twilight.
‘I
guess
about
him;
hut
that
wns
a
good
while
ago,
‘There is — there is !' exclaimed Twilight,
shut,
nnd
her
bend
on
the
chair
t/us
way.
And
1
.
,
,
,
J
1
r
J
J
,
J
very good of thee, if thee’s w illin g to take Aunt Betsy wouldn’t like that—Friends
. lap,
i
ij me, told me ,she was
A h! . whv
not
uddenly springing up and facing her young aud 1 don't remember much about it.’
Tally
he set me on her
andji tshe
kissed
, •fatherless.
, ingulfed
.
, my
/ did
, take
,
the trouble ; hut 1 guess thee’U find her n \d o n 't you know; aud so I ouy sing when I ’m oh,
, *ever
•
•
j
i
i
the
cruel
sea
which
husband
‘He
is
the
great
king
you
spoke
of
just
so many times; and she cried, and .
t> t
teacher, with stamping foot, and clenching
r.,
• cried,
- l andi so iI cried,
• i xtoo, to •its e cold
nis wile and c hild? B ut
and Marie
. . . .rest
.
, the
haud, and writhing lip, while her dilating now,’ said Alice, thinking this the quickest tr ia l.’ So the lessons commenced the next 111 the lane, and sometimes when I ’m weeding Tally
J
,
l i - i
» , .I
ii •
w is e uod willed otherwise—may He make me
day.
iu the garden. Uncle Lem, he likes singing ,’cause
way
to
the
heart
of
her
little
listener;
‘and
they
all
cried.
And
th
e
n
a
ll
in
a
m.nmore
6ubniig!jiTe
,
The
ve3Se,
wbich
tQok
ug off
eyes seemed to flash astual fire, and her
During the week Alice looked over her hut he don't like m y songs; he likes ‘Hail ute Mane secamed out, and laffy caught mo up wag bjunJ for America but
f )[>
round cheek crimsoned with rage. ‘Oh.’’ it is lie who will one day send for you to
and
carried
me
away
and
I
never
saw
An
again
which
wc
had
dc3tincd.
Tt)
,andPed
ua
wardrobe,
and
selected
a
printed
muslin
dress,
j
Coluinby,’
and
such
like;
but
he
says
my
there is— there i s ; 1 know there is ! Taffy come and see your dear lather and mother.’
And I asked Taffy about it once a good while
M.a rie anJ t cuuld k
EnHiah_
‘You don’t ! ’ said Twilight. ‘Why, and which she altered for Twilight, and bought songs Taffy learned me are all ‘Bosh !’ ’
said so; Taffy knowed; he seen her hisself,
alter,
and
he
said
it
icas
ma
chere
mere,
and
j
u..*.
i
j
her a simple straw hat, trimming it with oue i ‘But when did you learn the hymn you
ol’en and of’en, aud I seen her pieter, too 1 do you know him, then ?’
that she diedi ZAcn. And then, after a ’ good . EustaPlliu bllt I'tffe ; and in my terror, my
‘I know more of him than you do, my of her own discarded ribbons ; and when the ’SUI,g in church ?’
very t™
sick—and
she died, ii gOtten
anDUIHh.
my of
consequent
illness, house
I havewith
forYou’re a real ugly, had, wicked woman to
while, Marie was
was sick,
sick, very
.
theand
name
the mercantile
hy, they sung it both too. I can remember more about that, cause I
just connected himself,
say so; and I don’t like you— I don’t love poor child,’ said Miss Gracie, reverently; next Sunday afternoon came, and the dc-! ‘ Oh! that song?
lighted
girl
was
dressed,
with
her
soft,
them
two
times
I
sat
out
under
the
window,
•and I thiuk I can teach you how to serve
was older, you know. And when hey put be , Stra
- anJ fricndle8g Jjn a forej
,and W(J'
you—and I won’t talk to you !’
into the ground, laffy took me with him and }gubgj=eJ for a whjlc
t|je
of
burnished black curls dancing round her }°u know.
And flinging violently away from Miss aud please him.’
And have you never heard it since ?’
be went and bought some flowers and let me ticll j of value a3 j hadFon at the time of our
‘Can
you
?’
said
the
eager
child.
‘Oh
!
fresh
young
face,
she
certainly
did
look
pret
Gracie’s detaining hand, she fled like a
'No ; hut I ’ve sung it to myself lots of pnt them on mamma's grave and on Marie’s shipwreck. Eustaphie has now obtained a sityoung ape down the garden, aud disappear do, do; and I ’ll do a ’most anything iu the ty enough to justify the very innocent pleas
too. And then Taffy took care of me, and he
ure with which she surveyed herself, peep timc3; 1 think it’s real pretty.’
ed; leaving Alice standing mute and motion world for you, if you will.’
used to brush my hair ’cause Marie was dead, uation in a music store ; his small earningB are
And then passing on to the rest of the ser you know. And he used to teach me to read our support. 1 have written home, but no a n 
‘Very well,’ said Alice smiling, ‘I will try. ing into the little foot-square looking-glass
less on the steps, confounded at this unex
vice, she asked question after question, till in his book ; but be did not show me how to swer has yet been returned. Perhaps it is not
And
now,
first
sit
down
here
aud
talk
with
iu
her
small
bedchamber.
The
first
verdict
pected termination of her missionary efforts,
her teacher was half bewildered. The won- write, ’cause bis hand was lame—somethin time—1 am too impatient. I f I could live to
A prolonged ‘w-h-e-w!’ from the end of me a little while. I want to know why you in favor of her improved appearance was
derous tale o f ‘Redem ption’s b irth’ had taken ailed his arm , I guess. And ono night there see you, my darling, safe in the care of your
rendered by the grimly Rutn :
the piazza caused Miss Gracie to turn in have uot been to church to-day?’
family I could die content; but la m failing
‘Me ! to church ?’ said Twilight, in evi‘ Why, Twilight,’ she said, turning upon strong hold of her fancy and affection. Hap- was a fire, and we was burned out, and Taffy too fast lor that. The picture of your parents
the direction of Uncle Lem. That worthy
was hurt, and they come and took me and him
her
with
a
suddenness
which
made
the
seni
P‘cr
°nu
re8Pock
th“n
more
dent
surprise
at
the
question,
‘Why,
I
individual, having suffered his ehair to trans
to the ospittle, and we staid there a spell, and nnd this letter is all your poor mother can
sitive child s t a r t - ‘Why! my gracious! if; favored children, the wonderful Bible uarra- Tally he warn’t no better. And then they took leave to her darling child ; these, and the bless
migrate, like the soul of ludur, from the bi never goes.’
you don’t look real ladyfied! 1 wouldn’t a ! k>™ had never been hackneyed to her ear by and sent us to the work-'us, and after we d ing of her who is ready to perish, nre your
‘Never go to church ?’
ped to the quadruped condition, was now
known you hardly! You look real genteel; wearisome and senseless repetition; she had been there a spell Taffy grew badder and bad- only portion. I leave you iu the earn of our
‘Why, no, Dever.’
sitting bolt upright, and wide awake, with
I declare you do; and your gown aiut half I “ever been called upon to parse from its dcr. And one night when he was real bad I humble but faithful friends, If you ever re
‘B u t why not?’
his great open palms resting on either knee
hallowed pages, or to translate its quaint sot on bis bed and cried : and be told me not gain your friends and home you will have
‘Why,’ said Twilight, looking up with an as smart as mine is, nuther.’
and looking at her with a puzzled expres
ample means to repay their devotion. I leave
amused sm ile,‘how should Jgo to church?
‘ Thank you, Ruthy;’ said Twilight, with phraseology; and it came to her warm, fresh to cry for he was going to see mamma and them to you, my cliild; never forget the debt!
sion.
heart and fervent imagination with all the M arie; and then I cried worse agin, ’cause I But if doomed to exile and poverty, I leave you
‘Spunky !’ ain’t she ?’ he said, at last, in who would take me ? You know A unt her soft, silvery laugh, and she hurried down
wanted to go too, and 'euuse be said I mustn’t.
charm of a fairy tale, but heightened and
to them; I know they will share their all with
answer to Alice’s look of mute appeal, Betsy, she's a Friend. Well, she goes to to the piazza to exhibit herself to Uncle dignified by its solemn reality. And so in And then he gave me a pieter and a letter (I you,
and you must give them the love and duty
Friends’ meeting; and Friends' meeting Lem.
told you about them, how be said I muss keep
‘But, you see,
due
to your lost parents. And now, my
house is way out of the village— 'most two
Mr. Wood deliberately raised tho silken tense was her interest, and so eager her in them as long as 1 lived) ; and he said I must precious
one, farewell! He who supported the
“ When all the ground is covered with weeJa,
quiries,
that
Alice
knew
not
which
to
wonread
the
letter
very
ofen
’cause
ma
ehere
mere
miles t ’other side of Piper’s Mills; and so vail which concealed his slumberous beau
I I’d late, in the day to be sewingjgood seeds.”
trembling wing of the Ione dove, and guided
she allers rides. The Popeses they keep a ties, and holding it suspended, like a crim der a t most, the acute intelligence of her re- w rit it for me. I s'pose he forgot 1 couldn't her in safety over the whelming waters where
run^
anl^ didn’t say nothing, 'cause I didn t
‘Very true,’ said Alice, walking gravely team, aud they allers calls for her and takes son cloud above his his head, by a thumb marks or the simplicity of her questions.
From th at time, too, the daily lessons !
hi“ and h° 80 8ick: And tl,c? no dry land appeared, can keep my little one ;
up to him. ‘But how came the weeds there, her witli them. I couldn’t go with them, 1 and finger at the two corners, he took a full
, ,, i . a ii i , Miss W lute, the matron, she come in, and said aud to llis care I commit you.
Mr. Wood? You have heard our conversa guess. Catch ’um asking me to ride in their and calm survey of the flushed and excited went on uninterruptedly;
‘ Your dying mother,
but Alice, who had bow j m
and
t0 beil; and U itln t
tion, I conclude ?’
become nearly as much interested in them as (want to quit Taffy> and p cricd and had a tan.
‘ Claire E lise de la Tour.’
carry-haul ! I should laugh 1’
little girl.
■Wa’al, yes, I guess I did—most on’t.
Twilight was herself, was struck with the ; trum and acted real bad—I felt so. And then
Carefully
stitched to the top of this letter were
‘But Mr. Wood, he goes to the Brick
‘Smart as a new Sixpence!' he said at last.
You see I was only sort of catnapping.’
apparent incqualily of her powers. She had Tally lie called me, and he spoke weak aud slow the marriage certilicatee of Antoine Henri de
Church?’ Why not go with him?’
‘
Why
Twilight,
you
do
look
good
enough
to
la
Tour
and
Claire Elise de Larny and the
a quick, almost intuitive perception, and a —hut 1m said if I'd be a good gal, and go then;
‘I thought so. And now tell me : is it
‘ ’Cause he never asked me to, and I guess kiss!’
stromr. retentive memory; but her chief de-1he wouW tel1 m.v mother, and maybe I would registry of the baptism of their child Antoinette
possible that, in this Christian land, a child he wouldn’t let me if I asked him. I did
Elise
de
la
Tour
; and below was w ritten, in a
tV,coluc,
; a,nd BO? JWC“ ‘ to bcd
‘Do I?’ said tho delighted girl, and bend light was in her writing lessons. To learn be
can have grown up to that girl's age such a ask Ruthy a good many times to lem'me go
ing down, with childlike innocence, she pre to write seemed to be a passion with her, but I cried all night, and next day they said still’, coarse hand, unlike the delicate but
little heathen?’
with her. I knowed I couldn’t go Sunday
Taffy was dead 1—aud oh, Miss Graeie—they trembling characters of the letter itself, the date
‘W a’al,’ said Uncle Lem, moving uneasi mornings, ’cause Ruthy gets the dinner sented her fresh and glowing young cheek to and her nervous, trembling desire to learn wouldn't let me go when they laid him in the of Mttdame's death, and place of burial. As
ly and apologetically in his ehair ; ‘wa’al, 1 ready, and then she goes, and I stay by and the laughing lips of the old man, who, tho’ sometimes defeated its object.
ground, nor tell me where they put him, for I Miss Graeie saw the careful solicitude with
One day she brought Miss Gracie a letter, and wanted to go and put some flowers on him as he which these faithful servants had thus preserved
don’t know ’bout the heathen ; she don’t act see to it; but I asked her to lem’me go some rather taken by surprise gave her a very
hearty and fatherly salute, bidding her al stood by her while she read it.
and I done for mamma and Marie. I was seven to the orphan child all they could of evidence
much like one, any way—Twilight don’t.’
afternoon; but she said no—I couldn’t be
‘Ob, can’t you read complete !’ she 6aid, as years old when Taffy died, and I staid a t the of her home and family, tears rose to her eyes.
‘ Perhaps not; but her ignorance is spared. B ut that warn’t the true reason, I ways to mind and be as good as she looked,
work-'us and did chores for Miss White, nnd But before she had time to speak, the mild,
Alice
folded
up
the
letter.
‘Oh
1
I
wish
I
and
he
guessed
she
would
do.
Then
as
she
heathenish—is not it, Mr. Wood ?’
know.’
pleasant voice of Aunt Betsy called up ftom the
turned away, he muttered, half inaudibly, could read a letter all myself. Do you th in k ,’ lugged round the children, and run of errands, foot
‘Wa’al. may be it is; I can’t say. But 1
of the stairs—
‘And what was the true reason, Twi
she said, in trembling eagerness, ‘I ever will ?’ till the committee-men said I was old enough to
“ Time, ami chance, and a favoring sky,
run of a notion you didn’t understand each light?’
be
put
o
u
t;
Miss
White
wanted
to
keep
me,
• Twilight, Twilight ! has thee forgot the tea‘Yes, indeed,’ said Alice, kindly; ‘I am sure
Can turn a grub to a butterfly!”
other. You see, I take it that Twilight
‘W ell! she didn’t want to be seen walk
you will. You are coming on very fust indeed; but they said no. And then Aunt Betsy sho table ? I guess thee don’t know it’s most six
o'clock.’ And Twilight, catching up her
come of outlandish folks—furriners, you ing and setting with me. and have folks
But the little transformed grub did not and when I go back to the city I will write a wanted a gal, and she took inc, and I ’ve been treasures, hurried away.
know.’
a saying she wasn’t fit for no better com hear him; she was already out of hearing. letter to you all for yourself, and send it by the hero most a year now.’
‘ And liavo you got the letter and picture
Miss Gracie was rather glad of the interrup‘And what does that prove, Mr. Wood ?’ pany than a work-us g a l! and I don’no as 1 Skipping across the piazza to the other end, post. I will write it very plain, and I am sure
still, Twilight?’ said Alice as the girl paused. ion, as she wanted to be alone and think before
‘W a’al, nothing, as I knows o f; that is, should nutlier. if I was her. But twice, where her sole playmate, ‘old Tige,’ bask you will bcablo to read it yourself.’
Twilight s a id ‘Thank you.’ But the kindly ! ‘ V?6,’um * w‘7 , !
? sho conversed with Twilight upon the subject.
it don’t just prone n o thing. But I ’ve an wheu Ruthy staid at home ’cause she’d the ing in the sun, was calmly enjaying his after meant promise did not seem to give her the ''oaDn t part with urn for nothing? said i’wi- When she did she was pleased to find th a t all
idee, in a general way, that them furri toothache, I slipped out unbekuownEt to her, noon siesta, she knelt down before him, lifted pleasure her teacher had expected it would; for •
tho child s thoughts were retrospective, and not
y0lf WAnt ,t0 600
ners,- mostly allers, is Papishes and Ko- aud run down to the church. I didn’t darst his broad, rough head iu both her hands, she knew that, to most young persons, the first :
- sbe Bald- as a °ew idea had struck prospective. She talked with reawakened ten
letter
received
by
mail,
and
bearing
their
own
yaa
ea„
read
lt
to
n
ie
-d
o
you
derness
of her parents, of ‘ Taffy’ and Marie,
manites.’
to go in, ’cause I didn’t know anybody, but looked for a moment full and steadily into
• x•
. .
,.P think vou could ?'
and recalled a thousand little tokens of their
‘Roman Catholics? Perhaps so.
But I went into the grave-yard when nobuddy his honest, intelligent, but sleepy eyes ; gave superscription,
is an important and gratifying , , Wbv
Why, Twiliirht!
Twilight! have you never read it care and love ; but not one word of the future
what of that? Roman Catholics, though wasn’t looking, and set on old Tim God him a significant nod, which set all her soft event.
yet ?’
prospects to which the letter m ight lead. The
In reading, Twilight's progress was unac
they may differ yery widely from us in be dard’s grave, that’s close up under the win curls flying about her face; then, replacing
‘ How could I ? ' said tho poor girl, mourn few years which elapsed since those sad events
lief, are still Christians.’
dows; and I heard ’um sing and play the his big head back on his huge paws as she countably slow ; sbe spelled with readiness, but fully. ‘ You know I can’t read writing ; that’s which her mother’s letter made known had been
it seemed difficult for her to distinguish the
‘W a’al, I don’t know but what they are; music ever so plain. Oh ! wasn’t that real found it, sho gave it one affectionate pat and proper sound of the letters; and ono day, when why I so terribly want to learn to write ; I a Uptime to her, and she spoke of them as things
befure the Flood—never seeming to realize that
1 don’t say they ain’t, But didn’t you jolly 1’
walked demurely into the parlor, where Miss she had been unusually puzzled with the pro waut to know what my mother says.’
‘ But could nobody read it to you ?’
any ono connected with her could be surviving
ever chance to her or know them sort of
nunciation of a word, Miss Gracie suddenly reAgain that strangely inappropriate word. Gracie was waiting for her.
‘
1
don’t
know,’
said
Twilight.
‘
They
might;
still.
This view Alice was careful not to
folks mostly allers calls our Lord’s mother Jolly for a little girl to sit on a pauper’s
Alice received her with a pleasant smile membored what Mr. Wood had said about P ap
‘Queen of Heaven,’ and sometimes ‘Mother grave and listen to psalm singing! And as and a quiet ‘Are you ready, Twilight?’ un ists and foreigners. She bad taken the idea at but there was ony one gul at the work-’us who dissipate ; for although she had herself strong
could
read,
aud
she
was
a
real
wicked,
bad
gal
hopes
of
one day restoring the little girl to her
the time that be meant to say she was the child
of Heaven?’ ’
Miss Gracie looked at the neglected child, embellished by one word of admiration or of Irish parents ; but now the ciroumstance re- —Miss White said so herself. W hy!’ said family, 6he was too prudent to awaken hopes
‘So they do; you are right,’ said Alice, and thought of the little desolate creature praise ; and they set out at once upon their eurred to her with a new significance, and she Twilight, fixing her pure, innocent eyes upon which might never be realized.
Miss Gracie’s face with a look of holy horror,
catching at this very possible solution of the creeping noiselessly into the church-yard, walk. Upon the way Miss Gracio tried to said, rather abruptly :
After a few days’ reflection Miss Gracie a
‘ she lied and cussed!—ony think ! and I didn't course was decided upon. The first step was to
matter, ‘I never thought of that before. and sitting as an ontcast among the graves, lead the thoughts of her little companion in a
How very oddly you do pronounco some
want
her
to
read
my
dear
mother’s
letter—
remove
Twilight from her lowly station, and
I dare say that was what she meant, poor listening by stealth to the music of the sanctu religious direction, and to awakes in her works, Twilight 1 I should almost think you
should you ?’
o-ive her some of the advantages of education to
little thing ! and I may have shocked her ary, from whioh her pariah-caste excluded some sense of tho service in which they were were a little foreigner.’
Again Alice was struck with the contrast which her birth entitled her ; and Alice wrote
sense of reverence quite as much as she did her, the tears rose to her eyes, and she men about to engage. Twilight listeued to her
•W ell,’ said the child, blushing deeply as sho between the native delicacy of the child's in to the Principal of the school whore she bad
mine. Thank you for the hint, Mr. Wood. tally, resolved that, by the grace and help of in respectful attention, but as she made no spoke, ‘I guess I be.’
stincts and the low, coarse, work-house language herself completed her cd u cation-an estimable
I will go and seek her, and try to explain the merciful ‘All-Father,’ she would try to answer Miss Gracie was unable to judge
woman, with whom she had ever maintained a
‘Are you rcrlly? Oil, then, that accounts for sbo had been taught to use.
to her, poor little g irl!’
lead this little stray lamb of Christ’s fold whether her remarks were comprehended or it. And what are you ?’
‘ S o l waited and w aited,’ she continued, friendly intercourse. She told her the.outlines
of
Twilight’s story, and inquired the lowest
And passing down the steps, all strewn back to the ‘still waters and green pastures’ not. They reached the chureh, aud as they
‘I guess,’ said Twilight, hesitatingly, and • and one day, after I came hero, I got Ruthy a
terms upou which she could be received M a
with the wild flowers which Twilight had to which she belonged.
crossed the porch Twilight fell modestly back, with a timid, uneasy glance at the face of the letter from the post-office and I asked her if she

Liberty and Union, Now and Forever, nothing to do.
One and Inseparable.”
to learn ?’
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pupil—Alice hoTself being answerable for the grave ; and with one of those wonderful coinci trary, the worst punishments inflicted, except night. This occupied my time until 4 o'clock,

T he P resident' s P roclamation.—Tho Presi
Organization of the Legislature.—The two
dent’s Proclamation of Emancipation, issued on Houses of the State Legislature were duly or
the 1st of January, will be found in our col ganized on Wednesday. In the Senate Hon.
umns this week. By that act the Government N. A. Farwell, of this city, was chosen Presi
S a tu r d a y , J a n u a r y 1O9 1 8 6 3 .
of the United States declared that it would dent, and E. C. Brett, Esq., of Oldtown, Secre
8. M. PETTINGILL & CO., N o. 37 P abk R ow , N iw recognize and protect as freemen more than tary. Thos. P . Cleaves, Esq., of Brownfield,
Y ork , and N o. < S tate S tr eet , Bo pio n , are our Agents three millions o f slaves held to involuntary servi
was elected Assistant Secretary, Increase Blake,
for the Rockland Gazette, lu those cities, and are author
ized to take Advertisement* and Subscription* for us at tude in the rebel States, and in all the country
of Farmington, Messenger, and Jno. S. Noyes,
our Lowest rates.
there are not more than 800,000 slaves, recog of Bucksport, Assistant Messenger. On being
8. R. NILES, (successor to V. B- Palm er,) Newspaper
Advertising Aitent, N o. 1 S collay ' s B uildino , C ourt nized as such by the government, in place of conducted to the chair, Mr. Farwell returned
S t r e e t , B oston , is authoiized to receive advertisement* 4,000,000 last year, This edict, enforced by
his acknowledgements for the honor which had
for this paper, at the rates required by us.
the military power of the government, takes been conferred upon him in the following ad
these
three
millions
of
people
from
the
side
of
dress :
T O O U B PA T R O N S.
rebellion and places them on the side of the
Senators :—I am duly sensible of your kind
j
Consequent upon the advance of paper
ness aud partiality in choosing me to preside
Proclamation of Emancipation.
Union.
I
t
is
an
act
which,
leaving
its
moral
A and every other article that is used in printover your deliberations. I accept the trust
• ing, we are compelled to advance our rates, character wholly out of view, was urgently de
By the President o f the United Slates o f America.
with diffideneo; and hope that requisitions
ice, $2.00 manded for the preservation of the Union as a
for the currentyear, to $1.75 in advance,
upon your patience and forbearance will be
A P R O C L A M A T IO N .
.
a t the expiration of Bix months, o r$ 2 1.50at
.5 0 at
war
measure,
and
which,
had
it
been
unani
cheerfully met.
Whereas, on the 22d day of September, in
ges of 1
the close of the year. All arrearages
We meet here as representatives of the sov
mously adopted by the government and people
the year of our Lord 1862, a proclamation was
three years or less will be settled a t the
ie rate
issued by the President of the United States,
a t the outset of the rebellion, would have Baved ereignty of our beloved State and also as citi
of $1.50 per year by payment of one
zens of the Great Republic, when the horizon is
containing among other things the following,
year’s subscription in advance.
thousands of precious lives and speedily ended obscured by the dark clouds of rebellion and war
“ Like loves like, aud love likes love ;
to w it:—
the war. That it was fully justified as a war and I trust wo are each, and all of us, prepared
E ssie males eagle, and dove seeks dove !"
“ That on the 1st day of January, in the year
S h a ll W e S u c o e e d P
measure—that it was demanded as a military to forget the partizan and to know each other
Yes ; she ought to go. I see it all ; it’s all of our Lord 1863, all persona held as slaves
I
f
the
rebels
Bhould
not
be
conquered
in
the
and be known only as patriots until tbe vandal
right ; and it’s human nature, too,’ said he, within any State or designated part of a State,
necessity and was called lor by the soundest and bloody hands uplitted to strike down tbe
present struggle—if the South should succeed in
trying to turn it off with a laugh that would the people whereofshall then be in rebellion
and plainest principles of military wisdom, we best hopes of our race are paralyzed, and until
maintaining its effort to overthrow the govern
not come— ‘ human nature, all the world against the United States, shall be then thence
have already shown conclusively. No man but the Angel of Peace shall have again Bpread her
forth and forever free, and tho executivo gov
over.
ment, and should iully accomplish the dismem
a traitor—no man who docs nut desire the dis wings over our beloved country.
ernment of the United States, including the
berment of the country, and should set up a
There is no safe middle course for conserva
h M N o tnafer what old ben may batch the duck's eggs,
military and authority thereof, will recognize
memberment of the country and the recognition tive or timid men to pursue. The Government
Tbey’ll run to the water aa soon as they’ve legs."
confederacy with slavery as the “ chief corner
and maintain the freedom of such persons, and
of the rebels as an independent nation, can op is assailed with all the energy of desperate men,
And now Miss Gracie ventured to tell Twi will do no act or acts to repress such persons or
stone,’ ’ it would be because there should not be
pose a measure calculated to take from our ene and needs the aid and spmpathy of ail her sons.
light the arrangements she had made, confining any of them in any effort they may make for
found under the flag of the Union enough of
What the constitutional authorities find neces
her communications to the advantages of an their actual freedom ; that the Executive will
mies that which they have boasted of as their sary to do, patriotic men will sustain without
merit and patriotism to deserve success. God
education, and carefully avoiding to excite any on the first day of January aforesaid, by procla
chief support in maintaining the war against a murmur.
mation
designate
the
States
and
parts
of
States
future hopes beyond the results of that. With
helps those who help themselves, and if the the government.
Tbe House was organized by the choice of
the liberal aid of Aunt Bet6y and Mr. Wood, if any, in which the people therein respectively,
people of the loyal States, with right on their
But it is asserted by its enemies that this Nelson Dingley, J r ., Esq., of Auburn, Speaker;
and the skilful fingers of Twilight herself, » shall then be in rebellion against the United
Bide and all the advantages of superior numbers,
suitable wardrobe was procured; and when States ; and the fact that any State or the
proclamation is not put forth because it is de Chas. A. Miller, Esq., of this city, Clerk;
Alice left Aunt Betsy's she took her young people thereof shall on that day be in good faith
N ew York, Jan. 5 .—The Times has the follow means and position which they possess, fail to manded as a war measure, and that it is prima Horace Stillson, Assistant C lerk; Alden Goudy,
charge with her, and making a circuit to M----- , represented in the Congress of the United States;
ing special despatch.
crush the rebellion and restore the supremacy
she left Mademoiselle de la Tour with Mrs by members chosen thereto a t election, wherin
“ Nashville, Jan. 5.—From persons arriving of the government, they may look for tbe causes rily designed not to preserve the Union, but of Boothbay, Messenger; A. L. Norton, As
to abolish slavery, w ithout regard for the safety sistant Messenger, and J . C. Cbadbourne, 2d
a majority of the qualified voters of such States
Illersly.
from the battlefield, I learn th at on Saturday
of failure, not to the natural invulnerability of
When Miss Gracie returned to the city she shall have participated, shall, in the absence of
night during the storm the rebels attacked our
of the Union. We will not waste words now Assistant Messenger.
their
foe,
nor
their
own
lack
of
any
of
the
ma
found the father of her young pupils—the gen strong countervailing testimony, be deemed
men in their rifle pits along the whole line.
to refute so baseless a charge. The history of the
Tbe present Secretary of State, Adjutant
tleman in whose family she resided, and upon conclusive evidence that such State and the
There was heavy fightirg in the centre. We terial resources to achieve success,but to the lack
war tu this hour will show to future generaions, General and Attorney General havo been nomi
whose aid and advice she had confidently counted people thereof are not then in rebellion against
drove the enemy across Stone River. The 77th of united action and unselfish devotion to
where one doubter Bhull not be found among nated for re-election.
— was still absent at the South, and she had to the United States.”
Penn, first carried the point. On Sunday morn
Now therfore, I Abrahmam Lincoln, presi
wait two months for his retuan. He advised
ing Stanley’s brigade entered Murfreesborough. common purpose among themselves. There have them all, th at this government has uttered no
The Governor was inaugurated Thursday
an application to the French consul, and pro dent of the United States, by virtue of the power
The town is much injured by shells. Gen Sill's been grave obstacles to tbe swift success of word and done no act toward the rebels on the noon, but the message will not reach this city
cured her an interview. The consul entered in me vested, as commander-in-chief of the
body was at the Courtllouse. The rebels buried our cause, and tho most important of .them is
warmly into Miss Gracie's view of the care, army and navy of the United States, in timo of
their own dead and our officers. There has too truthfully indicated in the following para ground of antagonism to their system of slavery before this (Friday) evening.
and engaged to write out and make the neces ictual armed rebellion against the United States
as a great moral evil and political wrong. So
Bro. Pike will accept our thanks for the Tribeen great loss of Confederate life. We lose
sary inquiries in France. He suggested the tnd as a fit and necessary war measure do on
about 9000 in killed and wounded. The enemy graph of a newspaper correspondent:
far, the record will pass the scrutiny of future Weekly Aye which is published, as usual, at
propriety of sending out copies of the letter and this first day of January in the year of our
“ I have, and so has nine-tenths of the army,
retreated to Tullahoma. Our forces are terrib
ages unchallenged of this purpose. The proc the price of $1.00 for the Session.
certificates, and also a daguerreotype of the Lord 1863, and in accordance with my purpose
ly shattered. Out of 136 Colonels engaged we lost all confidcnco in our Government putting
pictures. This was reasonable, and Miss Gracie so to do publicly proclaimed for the full period
down this rebellion. Our Generate are either lamation is put forth on the ground of military
lost 19 killed.
j y We much regret to learn that N ahum
went to Mrs Illersly’s to procure them. She of 100 days from the day first above mentioned,
Louisville, Jan . 5.—Murfreesborough advices incompetent, or do not wish to succeed. They necessity, on the ground that it was demanded
found Twilight well, and perfectly happy. Mrs. order and designate as the States whereiu the
represent the Federal victory as complete. The are jealous of each other, and are continually to preserve the Union, to sustain the cause of J ackson, of this city, a member of Co. I, 19th
people
thereof
respectively
are
thia
day
in
Illersly spoke in the kindest terms of her little
entire rebel army is fleeing towards Tullahoma pulling against each other. Doe is afraid the the government, and to prevent the success ol Maine regiment, died, a few days since, a t the
pupil ; and • chere Antoinette' was already the rebellion against the United States, the follow
other will be successful : and if he is, then they
in great disorder.
Lincoln Hospital, Washington, of chronic diar
ing, to w it:—
pet of teachers and scholars.
set themselves to work to haul him down a peg the rebels in maintaining their treason against rhoea. Mr. Jackson was an excellent and
Arkansas, Texas, (Louisiana, except the
P a c k a g e s b y M a i l —I m p o r t a n t to th e P u b l i c or two. The whole thing is a swindle. W hy’ tbe arms and efforts of the nation ; and we
But all this caused some detention ; and
promising
young man, whose death will be a
then, men o f business do not hurry themselves parishes of St. Bernard, Placquemines, Jeffer
P ost Office D epartment,
) if our Generals only worked harmoniously to dismiss as supererogatory all effort to refute the
as impulsive women expect they will. The son, St. John, St. Charles, St. James, Ascen
A ppointment Office. W ashington, Jan . 3. $ gether as the rebel Generate do, and evinced charge that this policy is adopted for any severe affliction to bis parents and will be re
consul was courteous and kind, but spring had sion, Assumption, Terre Bonne, Lafourche,
Many Postmasters persist in sending through the same energy and perseverance to crush this
gretted by .many friends. For some time pre
opened before the letters were actually sent 5t. Mary, St. Martin, and Orleans, including
the mails packages of clothing, boots, &e., infernal rebellion as the rebels do to break up other purpose. But on the contrary, we rejoice vious to bis enlistment, be was a clerk in tbe
off. Alice spent her summer vacation a t Mrs. the city of New Orleans, Mississippi.) Alabama,
charging thereon only one cent an ounce for the Union, we would have had them whipped and we call upon all true men to rejoice, that
employ of Mr. C. A. Harrington.
Illersly's with Twilight : and she was delighted Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North Caro
postage. This is a palpable violation of the out in Virginia long ago.”
the line of national duty, as shown by the cold
with her protegee's growth and improvement. lina, and Virgina, (except the 48 counties
laws and regulations with which every Post
This statement is undoubtedly too true, as and stern promptings of military wisdom and
j y Wo call the attention of all who wish
designated
as
West
Virginia,
and
also
the
coun
Hers was the pleasure of some enthusiastic flo
master should be familiar. The package! are
thousands of honest men havo long painfully constitutional obligations, has at length been to acquire the saltatory art, to tbe fact that
rist, who, having removed a stinted flower from ties of Berkley, Accomac, Northampton, Eliza
held for the legal postage at the distributing
the road-side, sees it blooming in his garden in beth City, York, Princess Ann, and Norfolk,
offices or office of delivery, and have accumu felt. In the case of far too largo a proportion brought by Providence into accord w ith the Mr. W hitten’s dancing schools afford the best
stateliness and beauty ; and she returned to the including the cities of Norfolk) and which
lated to such an extent as to be greatly annoy of our generals and subordinate army officers, calls of humanity, the dictates of God's jus
possible opportunity for acquiring this accom
city to await, in feverish impatience, the ex excepted parts are for the present left precisely
ing to these offices, and a large majority of cases they have been engaged not in fighting for the
tice and the sentiment of universal freedom. plishment.
as if the proclamation were not issued.
pected letter from France.
never reach the parties addressed, thus causing
And by virtue of the power and for the pur
In the autumn Alice received a letter from
a loss to the parties sending. The laws and country, with sole devotion to th at one noblo A man born on a free soil, reared under free
T h e A th en a eu m L ib r a r y .
Mrs. Illersly. Twilight wasseriously indisposed pose aforesaid, do order and declare that all
regulations clearly define whut is mailable mat object, but in striving to advanco their own institutions, and enjoying the blessed light and
__a sudden and violent inflammation of the persons held ns slaves within said designated
The annual meeting of the shareholders of
ter, and prescribe what amount of postage is to military fortunes, and to secure their own per
liberty
of
a
New
England
birthright,
ought
to
lungs. She had called in medical advice, nnd Sates and parts of Sates arc and henceforward
be charged thereon, and futhcr provides that all sonal advancement and profit, without regard
this institution was held a t their Library room
despise himself, if ho does not feel a thrill ol
would write again. The next day the accounts shall be free and that the executive government
other matter or thing, if sent by mail, is sub
on Thursday evening (adjourned from Monday
were more favorable—tho complaint seemed of the United Sates, including the military and
ject to letter postage. To prevent futher loss to the holy causo in which they are leading to rejoicing that the way seems opening through
yielding to treatment, and the physician saw naval authorities thereof, will recognize and
to parties interested and the improper interrup battle thousands of soldiers whose lives and for our time of trial for the preservation of our evening) of thte week. Tbe gentlemen whose
names follow were elected officers for the ensu
no cause for apprehension. Alice's heart maintain the freedom of said persons, aud I
tion of business a t the large offices, all Post tunes arc of as much consequence as their own.
government and the overthrow of the curse
yearned to hasten to her darling ; but she was hereby enjoin upon the people so declared to be
masters are required to make theinselvcB fully
ing year :
not quite mistress of her own time, and besides, free to abstain from all voilence, unless in
acquainted with the lawB and regulations rela There are doubtless hundreds of such officers, that has always been growing at its heart, to be
F reeman H arden, President.
the consul had informed her the letters from necessary self-defence. And I rccommmcnd to
ting to the postal service, and the mailing of who regard the cause in which they are engaged I accomplished'together“. Slavery was the cause
J . A. I ngraham, Vice President.
France might be daily expected,and she conclud them in all cases, when allowed, they labor
packages hereafter, ol the character referred as they would any other avenue to fortune or of rebeUion, slavery has sustained it, and when
ed to wait for them, hearing daily from Mrs. faithfully for reasonable wages, and 1 further
to, by any Postmaster, without the proper fame, and who care not how long the war is u faa8 become c,ear a8 n03nday
W m. H. T itcomb, Secretary,
a„ bu(. tho8e
declare and make known that such persons of
postage being prepaid by postage stamps,
Illersly.
£ . Spkar, Treasurer.
continued, if they can reap a harvest of rewards
At the end of a week camcanalarm ing letter. sutibale condition will be received into the
will be considered good cause for removal.
who will not see that slavery or the Union must
W. H. T itcomb, C. R. Mallard, Z. P ops
A new disease—rapid pulmonary consumption, armed service of the United States, to garrison
(Signed)
ALEXANDER W. RANDALL, and honors from its continuance. This faith be destroyed, we hope no true man will wish to
Vose, M. Sumner, J . H. W heeler, H. A.
which Twilight had inherited probably from her forts, positions, stations and other places, and
First Ass't P . M. General. lessness, and jealous contention in the army,
withhold his rejoicing that the ax is at last to
unfortunate mother, and the seeds of which had to man vessels of all sorts in said service. And
and a sentiment of political infidelity among a be laid a t the root of this deadly Upas-tree Smart, E. Spear, Directors.
possibly been long dormant in her system—had upon this act. sincerely believed to be an act of
L a te r fro m N ew O rle a n s.
portion of the people—a failure to comprehend whose fall will be the deliverance of the nation
developed itself, and her physician had serious justice, warranted by the Constitution upon
For the Gazette.
N ew York, Jan . 6. The steamer McClellan, fully the character and issues oi the contest in
fears for the result. Antoinette requested her military necessity, 1 invoke the considerate judg
Mr. Editor :—Have the kindness to inform
from New Orleans 17th and Key West 31st which w e arc engaged, aDd to R tand s h o u ld e r to from present peril and future danger.
ment of mankind and the gracious favor of
friend to come to her.
me through the medium of your paper, if you
u l t , a r r iv e d t h is fo r e n o o n .
P . kuoS 3Otl, th .
Alas ! the same hour which brought these sad Almighty God.
Man D rowned.—A Mr. Isaac Brewster jump
shoulder united in one purpose to crush rebellion
understand that our Banks are responsible for
In witness whereof, I have h e r e u n t o s e t m y a p p e a l to I le a v o n to b e a r m e w it n e s s , t h a t s u c h gunboat Magnolia, cruising, 5th inst., Con
t id in g s b r o u g h t a ls o t h e lo n g d e s ir e d le t t e r s
ure
the
views
torccd
upon
me
by
experience.
ed
overboard
from
a
vessel
in
our
harbor,
early
and
sustain
tbe
government,
are
tho
elements
stellation
with
troops
steering
South.
the “ checks ” that have been p u t in circula
from France. The grands parents and uncle of hand and caused the seal of the United States to
Come, then, to the unconditional support of
Left at Key West, steamers Ericsson, Conti which retard the success which is due to tho last Monday morning, and was drowned. No
Twilight had been found, and rapturously ac be affixed. Done at the City of Washington, the Government. Take into your own hands
tion by their Cashiers.
G.
knowledged her claims. The letters of Madame this first day of January, in the year of our your own institutions ; remodel them according nental, Empire City, Ben Deford and City of brave patriots who are giving their lives in the other person except the cook was on board at
de la Tour had never been received, and her Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty- to the laws of nations and of God, and thus a t  Bath, for New York soon.
In answer to “ G ,” we would say that we
contest against rebellion,and to the loyal masses the time, and he first missed Mr. B, on look
No
event
of
moment
has
transpired
at
New
family had supposed the little girl, with both three, and of the independence of the United tain that great prosperity assured to you by
Orleans. Other vessels of Gen. Banka’ expe who have been ready to fill their ranks with ing for him to call him to breakfast. The body have always supposed Banks responsible for tbe
her parents, had perished at sea. They now States ol America the eighty-seventh.
geographical position, only a portion ol which dition had arrived, and there were already in
(Signed)
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
fresh men at every call, and to give the govern of the drowned man was recovered, and was “ Checks ” of their Cashiers. Anyhow, we
placed ample funds at the consul’s disposal, and
was heretofore yours.
camp
at Baton Rouge 10,000 newly arrived
By
the
President.
requested the child might be furnished with
ment in abundance the means to carry on tbe found with a piece of iron attached to it, which have never known them to repudiate. They
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER.
troops.
W m. II. Seward, Secretary of State.
every thing requisite to her station, and sent
Gen. Banks, it was understood, had proposed contest against those who would destroy the rendered it certain that suicide was intended. are responsible, doubtless, in the same sense
out to them under the charge of responsible
making Baton, Rouge his headquarters.
The act was probably committed in a fit of in that merchants are responsible for their signa
Union.
persons, as soon as possible. A graceful letter
Tlie Battle of Murfreesborough.
Farewell Address of Geu. Butler.
Gen. Banks had issued a peremptory order
of warm thanks to Miss Gracie was inclosed in
But the loss of confidence in the government sanity, to which it is said the deceased was tures when used by Clerks in reciepting for
T o th e P e o p l e o f N e w O r le a n s .
that the sentence imposed upon Pyrearx for
C om plete F e d e ra l V io to ry .
the one to the consul.
monies, Ac.
is no reasonable deduction from tbe belief in subject.
challenging an ufficcr should take effect.
Ah ! with what a heavy heart did Alice read
The following farewell address of Gen. B u t
Christmas day was marked with unusual the lack of patriotism in our generate as Btatcd
Louisville, Ky., Jan . 4.—There are three
F r o m M a r fr e e a b o r o u g h .
this long desired letter, and then hasten with
R
ichmond
P
rices
.—Brown
sugar
sold
in
Rich
rowdyism
in
New
Orleans.
Eight
persons
were
by the writer of the above paragraph. To
[Special despatch to the N ew York Herald.]
sad forebodings to Mrs. Illersly's ! She found ler to the people of New Orleans was, on the feet of water on the Cumberland Shoals and the
arrested
for
cheering
for
Jeff.
Davis,
among
mond
on
the
2d
instant,
by
the
barrel,
a
t
95
river
is
rising.
evening
of
the
23d
u
lt.,
placed
in
the
hands
of
that Mr. Wood and Mrs. Cobb had been sent
Murfreesborough, Jan , 3,
>
charge the government with the infidelity of
cents per pound ; molasses $6 10 and $6 25 per
Everything is going on well in front. Gen them an English Lieutenant of H. B. M. ship
for, and were there before her. Uncle Lem was Capt. John Clark, with the request that it be
Via N ashville, Jan . 6, 1863. J
eral Rosecrans is in Murfreesborough. He Vesuvius, lie was very violent and nssaulted these generate is no more ju st than to chargo
walking with troubled-restlessness up and down
The enemy evacuated in haste during Satur
Delta after the departure of the has captured the rebel trains and iB driving the the policeman. Some Yankee sailors who hap it with the baseness of those who howled at the gallon; by retail sugar sold at $1 to $110,
issued
in
the
one of the lower rooms, his usually joyous face
day night. It is reported that they were terri
pened to be near went to the assistance of the administration for the repulse a t Fredericks and molasses $7 50 and $8 and upward.
pale and anxious. He shook Alice s hand, and Spaulding, by which steamer copies of it were enemy.
bly demoralized from losses ; but they left no
Gen. Rosccrans is unhurt. His Assistant . policeman, secured the Lieutenant and helped burg, concerning which it had no responsibility.
tried to speak, but vainly ; the usually ready brought to New York.
property behind. Gen. Negley pursued them
!
to
convey
him
to
the
lock-up,
where
he
was
put
H arper’s Magazine for January has been re
words would not come, and turning away he
Citizens o f New Orleans:— It may not be in Adjutant-General, McDowell, is wounded in I in the stocks, and the following day fined $50. The administration has confided commund to
with infantry. A cavalry force also followed
resumed his troubled walk. Aunt Betsy was appropriate, as it is not inopoortuue in occa the arm.
ceived from Messrs. J . J . Dyer A Co, Boston. to-day. Spear's First Tennessee Brigade at
The
Mississippi
was
rising.
such military talent as it could find, but it is
The Journal's despatches say that a fourth
established in the sick room as head nurse, a sion, that there should be addressed to you a
tacked
and dispersed their rear gard of cavalry.
The French are reported to have gained some not to blame because it cannot imbue all our The following are the principal articles : A
post lor which her soft speech and quite gentle few words a t parting by one whose name is to bloody fight occured last night during the storm.
Their loss in Wednesday's battle was 5000 ;
ways admirably fitted her ; and aa Alice entered be hereafter indissollubly connected with your The rebels charged on us and were repulsed. successes in Mexico. An Austin (Texas) paper generate with sufficient patriotism and self-de Californian in Iceland; Alone; Cards and Dice; several hundred on Thursday; over twelve hund
the chamber her close cap dove-colored dress city.
Our troops hold Murfreesborough. Our advan of the 6th has a San Antonio dispatch of the
A Lost Love ; Past and P resent; Hole-in-the- red on F rid ay ; and 100 on Saturday night—
4th ult., stating th at an express brings news votion to enable them to work cordially togeth
glided quitely from the easy chair where Twi
1 shall speak in no bitterness, because I am tages are decided.
day ; Tuberoses: The League of S tates; Rorno- including wuunded and captured. We have
light reclined juBt as she often described her not conscious of a single personal animosity.
The Murfreesborough "Rebel” of the 2d inst., that a French force of 5000, met and engaged a er, putting their country’s cause always first
la ; Carlyle’s Table-Talk ; Mistress and Maid ; 1500 of them prisoners, two colonels and several
Mexican division of about 25,000 commanded
young mother.
Commanding the Army of the Gulf, I found says the Federate fought gallantly and admits by Gen. Otega, and after a sharp tight the and their own fame and fortune last. Tbe ad
The Departure of the Swallows ; The Revolving majors. The bodies of Brigadier-Generals Rains
Every precaution had been taken to prepare you captured, but not surrendered; conquered, the rebel loss to be 5000.
and Hanson are here. Gen. Breckinridge was
ministration
can
appoint
and
remove
command
Twilight for the arrival of Alice, but the delight but not orderly; relieved from the presence of
The Federal prisoners arc sent to Murfrees Mexicans gave way and fled in all directions.
Tower and its Inventor; The Small House at severely wounded, and Gen. Adams had an arm
The victors took possession of Puebla, where ers, but it cannot make patriots. It has u n 
of the sensitive girl almost destroyed her remain an army, but incapable of taking care of your borough as fast as taken.
Allington.
Sold
a
t
E.
R.
Spear’s.
broken. Major Clarence Prentice was wounded
ing strength ; and she lay, panting and smil selves. So far from it, you had called upon a
Captajn John Desha of Kentucky, was they will await reinforcements and then ad doubtedly availed itself of the best generalship
in the thigh. Tbe famous First Louisiana
vance on the city of Mexico, a distance of nine
ing, breathless and exhausted, in the loving foreign legion to protect you from yourselves. wounded by a shell in the head.
it
could
obtain,
and
will
continue
to
do
so
;
Regiment was destroyed.
H?" The pen with which President Lincoln
arms which s ipported her, while Alice weep I restored order, punished crime, opened
Adjutant Card of the same regiment was shot ty miles.
Our own losses in all tho engagements were
and
that
a
higher
standard
of
patriotism
may
A
French
force
of
6000
landed
and
took
pos
ing, rained down kisses on her pale brow and commerce, brought provisions to your starv by a cannon ball.
signed the Proclamaion of Emancipation was 1100 killed, about 6000 wounded, and several
lips. But a t last this strong emotion passed a - ing people, reformed your currency, and gave
Tho following is from the Associated Press session of Tampico, which port was supposed prevail among our generate and give more cor given to Senator Sumner, who had bespoken it thousand prisoners. One-third of the wounded
to have been opened to the commerce of the dial unity of purpose to all operations in the
way, and she became able to converse with her you quiet protection, such as you had not en Correspondent at Nashville :—
for Mr. Geo. Livermore, of Cambridge, the will soon be able to resume duty. The army
It is reported that Gen. Rosccrans shelled world.
friend.
joyed for many years.
A French frigate was recently seen by the field, let the people, who are pouring out their author of the historic records on slavery. It is was considerably depreciated by stragglers, in
• How long ago is it, Miss Gracie,’ she said,
Murfreesborough
this
morning.
There
was
no
While doing this, my soldiers were subjected
cluding a number of officers, who will be dis
means
and
their
blood
in
tbe
nation's
holy
Mexicans
passing
through
the
Federal
fleet
off
< since you came first to Aunt Bet6y s ?’
reply. Our forces would occupy 'it by noon.
a common steel pen, with a wooden holder.
to obloquy, reproach and insult.
gracefully dismissed—several for desertions.
the mouth of the Rio Grande, which created a
* More than a year,’ said Alice, sadly, as she
And now, speaking to you who know the The rebels have unboubtly left. Our forces, it panic in Matamoras, they thinking all the ves cause, torn their rebukes upon those who de
A review of tbe field of battle since the evac
mentally compared the slight spirit-like thing truth, I here declare that whoever has quietly is reported are pursuing.
serve them. Let them demand, with a voice
S '" “ The vilest whisky ” is quoted in a uation shows that the enemy were much more
sels were French and came to attack the town.
she clasped to her heart with the little, active, remained about his business, affording neither
that shall not be refused and a purpose that Richmond paper as selling at from $25 to $30 formidably posted then we had developed even
When
the
facts
were
known,
confidence
was
re
healthy, sun-burned child of a year ago !
aid nor comfort to the enemies of the United
H eadquarters 14th A rmy Corps, Department
shall faithfully scrutinize the acts of their ser a gallon in that city, and French brandy at by our terrifio fighting.
• Only a year ?’ said Twilight, musingly. States, has never been interfered with by the of the Cumberland in front of Murfreesborough, stored .
Cotton had fallen 26 cents in Matamoras.
vants, th at patriotism and purity of purpose f.'om $40 to $50 per gallon. The customers of
* Only one year ago !’ she continued. * D o soldiers of the United States.
A n E x p e d it io n i n t o Em it T e n n e s s e e .
Jan . 3, via Nashville Jan . 4.
Major Finegas of the 2J Louisiana Native
you remember that first Sunday when I was so
Cincinnati, Jan. 7.—Gen. Carter's expedition
The men who had assumed to govern you To II. IV, Ilalleck, General-in-Chief, HnsA- Guards knocked a citizen down in St. Charles shall be the first requisites in those who lead our tho forty or fifty rum-shops in this city may
rude to you 'land our talk in the garden, when and to defend your city in arms having fled,
reached
Manchester, Ky., yesterday, on its re
inyton:
Hotel for shouting, “ To hell with Butler and armies; and let every general who would sacri congratulate themselves on their better fortune,
I told you I hoped the Great King would send some of your women flouted at the presence of
turn from EastTennessee. It left London, Ky.,
fice the life of a single soldier to his jealousy although we think the advantage is in fiivor of on the 21st ult., and comprised 1000 cavalry.
On tho 26th of December we marched from three cheers for Jeff. Davis.”
for me ? Is that only one year ago ?—and I those who came to protect them. By a simple
The prize schooners Troy, Reindeer, Rambler of a revival, or place tho cause of his country
was then a little ignorant child ; I did not know order (No. 28) I called upon every soldier of i Nashville in three columns,—Gen. McCook by
The results of this expedition are the destruc
the Richmond tipplers.
what I talked about ! And now ! ah ! dear this army to treat the women of New Orleans by the Nulansville pike, Gen. Thomas from the and MoDtebello bad arrived at New Orleans.
tion of two important bridges, tho killing,
The steamer J . M. Brown had been attacked in peril for a moment for selfish and unworthy
Miss Gracie, this change is your work ; you as gentlemen Bhottld deal with the sex, with e n c a m p m e n t on Franklin's pike via Wilson's
wounding and capturing of 550 rebels, the tak
purposes, receive their indignant condemnation.
E x c is e T a x .
taught me to know and love the Great King— such effect that I now call upon the just-mind- pike, and Gen. Crittenden on the main Mur by guerrillas at Bayou Boufonca. One negro
ing oi 700 stand of arms and a large amount of
freesborough pike. Our left and centre met was killed, and private Herit of the 4th Massa Let the people do this, and let them fully sus
N. A. Joy, Esq., Assessor of this, the Fifth Suur, salt and other stores, a locomotive and
to understand who should be his messenger—
, ed ladies of New Orleans to say whether they
chusetts Battery, and a negro wounded. A de tain the administration in the its honest efforts
and not to fear him. Dear friend . sue said, |iave ever enjoyed so complete protection nnd with a strong resistance, such ns the nature of
District, furnishes the Ellsworth American with two cars were also destroyed. A brisk skirmish
tachmcnt
from
the
31st
Massachusetts
regiment,
passing her arm caressingly round Alice s neck. ca[ln quiet for themselves and their families as the country permits, the rolling or hilly roads,
to serve the cause of the country, and our suc the following statement of the Assessments of took place at the Wautoga bridge and another
skirted by cedar thickets and farms, and inter who were on board, put the rebels to flight. cess will be more speedy and certain.
and glancin anxiously a t her as she spoke. • I j 6jnce the advent of the United States troops.
at Jonesville.
sected by small streams with rocky bluff banks The guerrillas, having been reinforced, attack
the National Tax for tbe months of September,
think Iiis messenger is very near me now, and
This raid was one of the most hazardous of
The enemies of my country, unrepentant and
ed the vessel again, andshe passed out of gun
I want you to help me make ready for the long implacable, I have treated with merited soverity. forming serious obstacles.
Dale Line steamship,City of Washing October, November and December, the first of the war, and attended with great hardships
Gen. McCook drove Gen. Hardee’s corps a shot reach. Captain Darling was wounded
journey.’
and
privations. We lost only ten men.
I hold that rebellion is treason, and that treason
ton, from Liverpool 24th u lt., and Queenstown September, being the annual assessment.
For a moment Alice's heart stood still in persisted in is death, and any punishment Bhort mile and a half from Nolonsvillc and occupied Blightly i n the knee.
25th, arrived off Cape Race Monday morning,
Class A.—Ad-valorem.
F r o m th e A r m y o f t h e P o t o m a c .
mortal terror ; then, strengthened by a strength of that due a traitor gives so much clear gain the place. Gen. Crittenden reached within a
and a summary of her news, which is four days
not her own, she said, in low, clear tones, whose to him from the clemency of the government. mile and a half of Lavergne. Gen Thomas
September,
H eadquarters A rmy of the P otomac, Jan. 7.
T h e V ic to r y in T e n n e s s e e .
reached the Wilson pike, meeting with no seri
calmness surprised even herself,
October,
$911
62
later, was obtained. It is semi-officially denied
—News from the rebel side relative to th e fight
Upon this thesis have I administered tho au
W ashington, Jan. 6.—The tollowing dispatch
‘ W hat God wills is best ; His will, not ours, thority of the United States, because of which ous opposition.
November,
782 50
at Murfreesborough in effect that they have
that Drouyn de Lhuys a t his official reception
On the 29th, Gen. McCook drovo Gen. Har has been received a t headquarters here :
1,261 20
December,
taken 4000 prisoners and 2G guns.
be done !'
,
,
I am not unconscious of complaint. I do not
‘ Oh ! I'm so glad to hear you say th a t,’ said feel that I have erred in too much harshness, dee from Nulansville and pushed a reconnoiterH eadquarters D epartment of Cumberland, ) spoke of mediation in American affairs. The
Jeff. Davis has returned to Richmond, where
$2,955 32
the dying girl ; ‘ I can say and feci so, too, for that harshness has ever been exhibited to ing division six miles towards Shelbyville, when
Total Class, A,
January 5,1863.
J tone of the English papers had not changed.
he delivered a bitter and violent speech against
now. B"ut I must tell you how silly I have disloyal enemies to my country and not to loyal h e found that Gen. Hardee had retreated to Major General Halleck, General-in C hief:
—
L
icenses
.
the Federal government and its officere, de
Class B.A very strong letter in favor of secession from
been. Since 1 came here I have read and thought friends. To be sure, I might have regaled you wards Murfreesborough.
nouncing it as guilty of the most enormous
$16,805 00
We have fought one of the greatest battles of Commander Maury is published in the limes.
September,
Gen. Crittenden fought and drove the enemy
so much about France, beautiful France, my with the amenities of British civilization, and
crimes.
1,825 00
the war, and are victorious.
October,
before
him,
oeenpying
the
line
of
Stewart’s
The Greek Assembly has convened, and it is
father’s and mother’s land—that I have wanted yet been within the supposed rules of civilized
Although the rebel force in our front has
585 00
Our entire success on the 31st ult. was pre
November,
to be rich—oh, very rich—and go there—you warfare. You might havo been smoked to Creek, and capturing some prisoners with slight vented by a surprise of the right flank, but we said that it will confirm Prince Alfred as king.
been greatly reduced and the army a t Port
875 00
December,
and 1 together—and see all the places my mother death in caverns, as were the Covenanters of loss.
Royal
entirely withdrawn from view, it is not
have
nevertheless
beaten
the
enemy
after
a
three
The Italian parliament has been prorogued.—
Gen. Thomas occupied the vicinity of Nash
used to know and live in. But it is best as it Scotland by the command of a_ General of the
believed that any have been sent to reinforce
day’s fight. They fled in great precipitation on Tbe Mexican question still excites discussion in
$20,690 00
Total Class, B,
is. You know, if 1 went to France, it would Royal House of England ; or roasted like the ville, when he was partially surprised, thrown Saturday night
Bragg
from this point, but that they have
Class C.—Enumerated A rticles.
not be home —my fricndB are not there ; but in inhabitants of Algiers during the French cam into confusion and driven back. Gen. Sheridan’s
merely fallen back upun the line of railruad for
The last of their columns of cavalry left this the Spanish Senate. Cotton opened a t a decline
heaven 1 shall find homo and friends too. My paign ; your wives and daughters might have division had repulsed the enemy four times and
$656
59
September,
greater
facility in procuring supplies.
of
1-2
a
3-4d,
but
closed
a
t
l-4d
advance
on
morning. Their loss has been very heavy.
father, my mother, Taffy, and Marie—and you been given over to the ravisher as were the un protected the flank of the centre, which not
October,
774 30
The atmosphere is much colder today, indi
Generate Rains and Hanson are killed ; Gen Surat, and quiet but steady for American.—
will come too, one day, dear friend, and then fortunate dames of Spain in the Peninsular only held its own but advanced uutil this un
November,
820
26
cating
the
approach of severe weather.
we shall be parted no more ! Oh 1 it is better w a r; or you might have been scalped and toma toward event, which compelled me to retain the erate Cladson, Ada ms and Breckinridge are Breadstuff) quiet but steady.
December,
1,494 87
No movement of importance has taken place
left wing to support the right until it should be wounded.
as it is !’
for
several
days. All is quiet to night.
hawked as our mothers were a t Wyoming by
(Signed)
W. S. ROSECRANS,
‘ I fear you are talking too much, my darling,’ the savage allies of Great Britain in our own rallied and assume a new position.
Total Class, C,
$3,746 02
EF" The number of slaves expressly declared
Major General Commanding.
On tho 1st inst. the rebels opened by an a t
whispered Miss Gracie.
T
h
e
A tta c k o n V ic k s b u r g ,
revolution ; your property could have been
free by the President’s Proclamation is about
Am I ? I will not then,’ said Twilight turned over to indiscriminate “ loot” like the tack on us and were again repulsed.
Total Class A,
$2,955 32
The third day was Bpent in bringing up and
sw eetly., ‘ Will you sing to me, and I will try p4lace Qf tfae Einperor of China . works of art
T h e E n em y S tron gly R e in fo rc e d .
“
“ B,
P hiladelphia, Jan. 6. Tho Press of this city three and a quarter millions, and tho number
20,090 00
distributing provisions nnd ammunition.
has a Nashville dispatch which says that all now remaining in the border States and the ex
“
“ 0,
3,746 92
to sleep .
,... .
which adorned your buildings might have been
Cairo, 111., Jan . 7.—We have one day’s later
I t has been raining all day. The ground is the bridges in East Tennessee have been burned ;
And nestling lovingly as a little child in sent away like the paintings of the Vatican ;
cepted portions of Louisiana and Virginia is
intelligence from Vicksburg, which is highly
Alice's arms, she closed her eyes, while Alice, your sons might have been blown from the very heavy.
that Gen. Bruce has recaptured Clarksville,
$26,791 34
Grand Total;
'ut
eight
hundred
thousand.
interesting
and exciting.
with an effort few could make, sung, with moutliB of cannon like the Sepoys at Delhi ;
Tenn., and taken a number of prisoners, and
The rebels have concentrated all their forces
trembling tones, Twilight's favorite hymn, ‘ I and yet all this would have been within the
8000 barrels of flour, which he sends hero ; and^
Camp near Murfeesborough, Jan . 4.
s
L
evee
.—The
annual
Levee
of
Defrom
Jackson
and Grenada and along the line
B
ody
F
ound
.—The
body
of
Zytha
S.
Keith,
would not live always.'
that the river is rapidly rising.
rul. s of civilized wartare as practiced by the To Major-Gen. Halleck, General-in Chief:
ine Company, No. 4, will take place at of the road, amounting to 65,000 men, a t Vicks
of this city, a soldier in Co B, 4th Maine regi
For a fortnight the two young friends walked most hypocritical nations of Europe. For such
Following my despatch oflast evening, I have
ite Hall, on Wednesday Evening, Jan . burg. This overwhelming force attacked Gen.
side by side, in close, loving communion through acts the records of the doings of some of the in to announce tliut the enemy arc in full retreat.
T he I mport D uty on P aper.—Washin
ment, who was drowned a t Alexandria some
Sherman on Monday and eaused him to fall
the shadow of the dark valley—the good, brave habitants of your city towards the friends of the They left last night. The rain having raised correspondence says that tbe Committee of Ways
Preparations are being made which can- back to hie first line of defence.
heart of Alice supporting and cheering the Union, before my coming, were a sufficient pro the river, and the bridges across it, between the and Means in Congress, it is understood, will time since, was recently found floating in the
il
to
make
it
a
pleasant
and
successful
The rebel entrenchments and fortifications
young sister of her adoption ; and then all that vocative and justification.
left wing and centre, being complete I deemed report a bill abolishing the import duty on river, near the Sixth Street W harf, Washing
extoad back from the city a distance of six miles.
tertainm snt.
jvas earthly of Little Twilight was laid in the
But thave not so oonducted. On the con- it prudent to withdraw that wing during the paper.
ton.
payment of the bills should the friends of the
lost child not be found.
A few days brought an answer ; Mrs. Illersly
was much interested in the little g irl’s history;
and if she would converse with the pupils in
French, and give them the French accent, she
would receive her for a sum merely nominal.
Alice was delighted. The next thing was to
seek an interview with Mrs. Cobb and Mr. Wood,
to inform them of the discovery she had made,
and to ask their consent and co-operation in her
plans. Aunt Betsy was yielding and quiet, as
usual. She said * Sure !' and ‘ Thee don't say
so !’ She was sorry to part with the handy
pleasant-tempered child ; butR uthv would like
an older girl, and perhaps it would be less o f a
trial. Dncle Lem was more dem onstrativetears, which his manliness would fain have con
cealed, told how the little, lonely, gentle child
had crept into his great warm, heart ; but lie
advocated her removal.
* It's all rig h t,’ he said to Alice ; ‘ she is of
your sort, not ours ; she belongs to such as you,
and I see you took to each other from the very
first :

dences which are stranger than fiction, her
childish hope was fulfilled, the messenger of the
Great King called for her the night preceding
Thanksgiving Day. Alice remained until the
last Bad duties were over, and then returned,
grave but calm, trusting, and submissive, to her
city pupils.
Some time later, by the orders of the French
consul, a white stone marked the resting place
of the little emigrant. I t bore the name and
age of Mademoiselle Antionette Elisede la Tour.
Above was the sculptured emblem of a sky-lark,
soaring heavenward from the low grass ; and
below were the wordB which Alice G rade's lov
ing heart had suggested :
Twiliobt has passed into the perfect Day

for criminal acts punishable by every law, has
been banishment with labor to a barren island,
where I encamped my own soldiers before
marching here.
I t is true I have levied upon the wealthy reb
els aDd paid out nearly half a million of dollars
to feed 40,000 of the starving poor of all na
tions assembled here, made so by this war.
I saw that this rebellion was a war of the
aristocrats against the middling men; of the
rich against the poor; a war of the landowner
against the laborer; that it was a struggle for
the retention of power in the hands of the few
against the many; and I found no conclusion
to it save in the subjugation ol the fowand the
disentbrallment of the many. I therefore felt
no hesitation in taking the substance of the
wealthy, who had caused the war, to feed the
innocent poor who had suffered by the war.
And I shall now leave you w ith the proud con
sciousness that I carry with me the blessings of
the humble and loyal under the roof of tho cot
tage and in the cabin of the slave, and so am
quite content to incur the sneers of the salon or
the curses of the rich.
I found you trembling a t the terrors of rervile insurrection. All danger of thia I have
prevented by so treating the slave th at he had
no cause to rebel.
1 found the dungeon, the chain, and the lash
your only means of enforcing obedience in your
servants. I leave them peaceful, laborious,
controlled by the law's of kindness and justice.
I have demonstrated that the pestilence can
be kept from your borders.
I have added a million of dollars to your
wealth in the form of a new land from the batture of the Mississippi.
I have cleansed and improved your streets,
canals and public squares, and opened new ave
nues to unoccupied land.
I have given you freedom of elections greater
than you have ever enjoyed .
I have causedjustice to be administered so
impartially that your own advocates have unan
imously complimented the judges of my ap
pointment.
You have seen, therefore, the benefit of the
laws and justice of the Government against
which you have rebelled.
Why, then, will you not all return to your
allegiance to th at Government—not with lip
survice, but with the heart?
I conjure you, if you desire ever to see re
newed prosperity, giving business to your streets
and wharves—if you hope to see your city be
come again the mart of the Western World,fed
by its rivers for more than three thousand
miles, draining the commerce of a country
greater than the mind of man hath over con
ceived—return to your allegiance.
If you desire to leave to your children the in
heritance you received of your fathers—a stable
constitutional Government—if you desire that
they should in the future be a portion of the
greatest empire the sun ever shone upon—re
turn to your allegiance.
There is but one thing thnt st-.nds iu the way.
There is but one thing that a t this hour stands
between you and tho Government, and th at is
Slavery.
The institution, cursed of God, which has
taken its last refugo here, in his providence will
be rooted out as the tares from the wheat, al
though the wheat be torn up with it.
I have given much thought to this subject.
1 came among you, by teachings, by habit of
mind, by political position, by sociul affinity,
inclined to sustain your domestic laws, if by
possibility they might be w ith safety to the
Union.
Months of experience and of observation have
forced the conviction that the existence of sla
very is incomputable with tho safety either of
yourselves or of the Union. As the system has
gradually grown to its present huge dimensions,
it were best if it could be gradually removed ;
but it is better, far better, th at it should be
taken out at once than th at it should longer
vitiate the social, political and family relations
of your country. I am speaking with no phi
lanthropic views as regards the slave, but sim
ply of the effect of slavery on the master. See
for yourselves.
Look around you and say whether this sad
dening, deadening influence, has not all but
destroyed the very framework of your society.
I am speaking the farewell words of one who
has shown his devotion to his country, at the
peril of his life and fortune; who in these
words can have neither hops nor interest, save
the good of those whom he addresses; and let
me here repeat, with all the solemnity of an

and fatigued the troops.
The announcement of the retreat was known
to me a t 7 o’clock this morning. Our ammu
nition train arrived during the night. Today
was occupied in distributing ammunition and
burying the dead and collecting the arms from
the field of battle.
On the 2d inst. there was skirmishing along
the front with threats of an attack until about
3 o'clock in the afternoon when the enemy ad
vanced throwing a small division across tho
Stone River to occupy the commanding ground
there. While reconnoitering the ground occu
pied by this division, which had no artillery, I
saw a heavy force emerging from the woods and
advanciug in lino of battle three lines deep.
They drovo our little division before them after
a sharp contest, in which we lost 70 or 80 killed
and 375 wounded, but they were finally repuls
ed by Gen, Negley’s division, and the remain
ing troops of the left wing of Gen. Morton's
Pioneer Brigade, and fled far over the field and
beyond their entrenchments, their officers rally
ing them with great difficulty. They lost heavi
ly. We occupied the ground with the left wing
last night. The lines were completed a t 4
o ’clock in the morning.
The pursuit was commenced by the centre,
the two leading brigades arriving a t the west
side of Stone river this evening. The railroad
bridge was saved but in what condition is not
known. We shall occupy tho town and push
the pursuit tomorrow.
Our Medical Director estimates the wounded
in the hospitals at 5500 and our dead at 1000.
We have to deplore the loss of Lieut.-Col
Garesehe, whose capacity and gentle, manly
deportment had already endeared him to all the
officers of this command, and whose gallantry on
the field of battle excited their admiration.
(Signed)
W. S. R osecrans,
Major-General Commanding.

X

Gen. Sheriuan’e forces had fought to within
two miles of the city when he was attacked by
the superior force of the rebels.
The fighting on Sunday is represented as
desperate in the extreme. Batteries and fort
ifications were taken and retaken. Whole reg
iments and even brigades fought band to band
over guns and for possession of the defences.
The 4th Iowa regiment lost 600 men in killed,
wounded and missing.
Gen. Hovey with 1500 men was sent out to
execute a special order but since then has not
been beard from. Fears are entertained for bis
aafety.
Nothing has yet been heard from the Federal
forces below, nor can we learn that our gunboats
have taken any p art in the action.

NEW S
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Sudden Deaths.—The Skowhegan Farmer
states that Capt. Lewis Allen of Norridgewock
was taken suddenly ill on Sunday last,and died in
about fifteen minutes. Also that Therun Hale
of Kingsbury, died very suddeuly on Friday
last. Also that Herbert Moor, an old resident
ofSkowhcgan, but more recently of Moose Is
land, Moosebead Lake, died suddenly on Friday
last.
Dr. Libby of Canaan, Surgeon of the 24th
Maine, died in New York on Monday morning
last. His wife, who went on to New York to
attend him during his illness is, we understand
now sick in that city.
Another Canaan man—Silas Burrill, 24th
Maine, son of Noab Burrill of Canaan died in
New York on Monday 22d inst. He was about
18 years of age, and a promising young man
Secretary Goodale, in his forthcoming report,
will urge on the attention of the Legislature
the importance of establishing a school where
the sons of farmers may obtain an education
suitable to their calling, in acceptance of the
proffer of the government, donating land for
agricultural colleges.
Twenty-six cargoes paying duties, arrived at
Portland during December, against eleven in
same time last year. The number of foreign
arrivals in December, 1862 was 64, againBt 44
in 1861.
The Lewiston Journal learns of the death of
S. C. Weymouth of Biddeford, a young man ol
great worth and promise, and a member of the
class of '63, Bowdoin College.

XXXVII Congress.—Third Session.

Lt. Col. Douty, of the 1st Maine Cavalry,
in a recent letter says : “ I am happy to say
that I believe the regiment to be in better con
dition for service than at any previous time
since wc have been in Virginia, especially as
regards the sick, and we all dread winter quar
ters.”
Smugglers “ Sweetened.” —Five bogheads of
molasses entered at Portland, taken out of bond
under pretence of being carried to thp Provinces
were landed at Robbinston with the intent of
disposing of it there and defrauding the revenue.
The Collector of Passamaquoddy District seized
it and the case was entered in the U. S. District
Court and the sweetening decreed forfeited.
No claimants appeared. So much for attem pt
ing to cheat the Government.

The Lewiston Journal says Mr. Thomas Sykes
of that town, was on board the Ariel when she
was captured by the Alabama.

SPEC IA L

NOTICES.

S o ld ie r s , acc to y o u r o w n h e a l t h , d o n o t
truat to the Army supplies ; Cholera, Fever and Bowel
complaint will follow your slightest Indiscretion. HOL
LOWAY’S PILLS A OINTMENT should be in every
man's knapsack. The Briikii and French troops use no
other Medicines. Only 25 cents per Box or Pot.
216

A C a rd to th e S u ffe rin g .
The R ev. W illiam Cosorove, whlie laboring as a
M i—io i.a ry in J a p a n , wob ru re.l o f C one.tm p t inn, w h .n a ll

other means had failed, by a receipe obtained from a
learned physician residing in the great City ot Jeddo.
This recipe has cured great numbers who were suffering
from Consumption, Bronchitis, Sore Throat, Coughs and
Colds, and the debility and uervous depression caused by
these disorders.
Desirous of benefiting others, I will send this recipe,
which I have brought home with me, Vo all who need lt,
free of charge. Address
R ev . WM. COSGROVE,
439 Fulton Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dec. 13, 1F62.
(3m*)
ly52 »
O d e to H e r r ic k ,
p il l s !

p i l l s ! p il l s !

Herrick’s is ihe pills, to banish all ills.
And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
These remarkable pills continue to achieve unpnralelled
triumphs over disease. In fact they are considered the
alpha unJ omega, in medicine ; compounded exclsively
of vegetable extracts, their use fa safe, their effects lasting,
and their cures wonderful ; sustained by their merits for
twenty-two years their sale is urripproached by all others
□ombiiied ; elegantly coaled with sugar, and sold in family
boxes for 25 cents. See advertisement on 3d page.

Steamer M. Sanford, ashore at Carysfoot Reef,
In this city, Jan. 6, Bennie W ./sjn of B, A., and J .
has been Bold at auction for $620.
Pillsbury, aged I year and 6 days.
In this city. Mr Isaac Brewster, aged 44 years, 11 mons.
Hallowell is about to give up its city form of and 3 days. ’
In this city 5th inst, Mira R , daughter of Susan Ham
government.

Sad Calamity.—While two little girls, one
of whom was 8 and the other 12 years of age,
were sliding upon Taylor's pond, in Salem, N.
H ., they broke through the ice and were soon
struggling in the water. The accident was seen
by a man by the name of Newton, and he has
tened to the rescue. In approaching them he
also fell in and was caught hold of by the little
girls. Ue was unable to save them or to escape
Dom their death grapple, and aU were drowntf.
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Christmas and New Year’s

‘s a o o M

N o. 2 , N o rth S id e L im e R o o k S t.,

To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Judicial
where he will keep all kinds of
Court, now being held at Rockland, within and
for the County cj Knox and Slate o f Maine;
F r e s h and. C u r e d M e a ts
which Court commenced its session on the 4th
in their season, together with VEGETABLES, FRUITS,
Tuesday oj October, A . D ., 18G2.
Ac for culinary purposes. He will be very giaieful fer

TO Y S! TO Y S!

a ia v N O iH S v i

q m v

m h n

T o su it a ll c la s s e s a n d a g e s a t

IHE undersigned, Angeline Thorndike, of Camden, in
any patronage that may be bestowed, assuring customers
said County of Knox, respectfully libels and gives said
that it will lie his endeavor to serve them with the beat of
Honorable Court to be informed, that, on the tenth day of
articles at the lowest cash price*.
November. A. 1)., 1857, at Lincolnville, in the County of
Remember the Place, No. 2, Lime Rock Street. Waldo, and Slate ol Maine, she was lawfully married to
Washburn W. Thorndike ol C-miden, aloresaid, and that
she has had by hitn otie child, which is now living, auil
vh< ue name is Bella Wallace; that your libelant, ever
Rockland. Jan. 8, 1663.
O F E V E R Y D E S C R IP T IO N ,
ince her said marriage with suid Washburn W., has con
ducted herself us u faithful, chaste and affectionate wife to
is a a a x v is a o a v a
Portland aud Sew York Steamers. wards the suiil Washnurn W.; but that the said Washburn Th® best assortment of Fancy Goods and Toys to be
W., wholly regardless of his marriage covenant and duty,
found in the State, at
for the last two years has been and still remains a common
S E M I-W E E K L Y L IN E .
jo T
drunkard and spendthrift ; and your libelant further com
9uo qipc. qoisoq uiojj patunpi isnf tsq Jdqussqog a n d L
plains, thin said Washburn VV., since January second
W . H . K E E N E ’S,
.
.a. The Splendid ami fast sailing Steamships A. D., 1862. bus grossly, wantonly aud cruelly neglected
iba_____ [v* CHESAPEAKE,” C apt . W illets , and and refused to provide suitable maintenance and support
PAKKERSBUltG,” C apt . H offman , for your libelant, although being of sufficient ability so to
ill until further notice run as follows.
do ; and your libelant further complains, that said Wash Xo. 2 Perry's Block, Lime Bock Street.
Leaves B ruin's Wharf,Portland, every WEDNESDAY burn W. h is, for and during the past two years, treated
Rockland, Dec. 4, 1862.
50tf
id SATURDAY, ut 4 o’clock P. M., und Pier 9, North her, the said libelant, with such coldness, cruelty und neg
River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATUR lect, that it is impossible for her to longer Jive with him,
DAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M
the sHid Washburn W., as his wife.
These veseels are fitted up with fine accommodations for
Whereft re the said libelant pruys, that said Court will
issengers, making this the most speedy, safe and com decree her a divorce from the bonds of matrimony between
Ladies' Double Sole, Heavy Kid, Heel,
fortable route for travellers between New York aud Maine. her and the said Washburn VV.. and will also decree that
Passage $5.00, including Fare and Slate Room.
■he may have the custody mid control of the said child, B A L M O R A L B O O T S , at a very low price for
Goods forwarded by (his line to and from Montreal, Bella W allace: il, in the discretion of the said Justices, ,
.
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Auausta, Eastport and St. John.
T. A . W E H T W O R T H 'S .
such decree »»r decrees are deemed reasonable and proper. J
limes, at
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the conducive to domestic harmony and consistent with the
steamers as earlv us 3 P. M , on the day that they leave peace and morality r f society.
Portland.
Duted at said Camden, this first day of November, A D
For Freight and Passage apply to
1862.
EMERY & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
F R IE N D S AND R E L A T IV E S
ANGELINE THORNDIKE.
H. B CROMWELL, dt CO., No 86 West Street, N. Y
January 10, 1663.
(Nov. 25. ly)
S ta te o f M a in e .

FANCY GOODS,

IS H IM

SupBtMK J udicial Court . October T erm , a . D. 1862.

T T

JlJ

being a paper printed at Rociiland, in the County of Knox,
the lust publication to be thirty days at least before the j
next term of the Supreme Judicial Court, to he holden at '
Rockland, within and for the County of Knox, on the !
there appear ami show cause, if any he have, why the ,
prayer of said liheluitt stipuld not he granted.
i860, by his deed of that date duly executed aud
f i n e s t : —E zekiel Ross, Clerk.
acknowledged, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
Copy of libel und order of Court thereon. .
the County of Knox, vol. 6, page 122, mortgaged to David
A t t e s t E zekiel Ross, Clerk. I
Bessey of Friendship in said County, a certain piece of
laud situated in Friendship and bounded as follows . be
ginning at a slake and stones on 1 ml of David Bessey and
lining Southeasterly by the road efaht rods to stake ar.d
siones, to land owned by ihe laie Benjamin Davis and Wil
liam Davis ; thence Southwest ten rods io stake und siones
HE undersigned incites his old friends and customars to ;
id Davis’ land ; thence Northwest eight rods to a
look in npon the New Bookstore, just opened by
alone wall by land ol Mrs. Eliza Derry ; thence Northeast
All who have Friends and Relatives in the Army or Navyto the first mentioned bounds: containing one half acre
should take special care th it they be amply, supplied with I
J . W A K E F IE L D * CO.,
more or less with the buildings thereon. And. the con
these Pills und Ointment; and where «lie brave Soldiers
dition of said mortgage being broken, the undersigned
,
.
,
.
.
i
i
r.
m
!
and
Sailors have neglected to provide themselves with !
Mortgagee claims to h a.e the same foreclosed and for that
the room formerly occupied by M. E, T hurlo, next ■(hcrn no better present cun be sent them by their Friends, i
purpose gives this public notice according to the Stuiute in
■loot south of A. II. Kimrall At Co., where may be Th„ ’|wve bean proved to be the Soldier’s never-falling-I
provision in such cases.
found all the variety o f
; frien’d lh(J houJ o( neeJ
‘ ,
DAVID BESSEY.
Friendship, Dec. 26. 1862.
3w*3
C oughs a n d C olds a ffectin g T ro o p s, i
I he

Stationery, Miscellaneous Books and

warranted, by

FA N CY

Notice.

P IP E R

A R T IC L E S ,

lM JY aaJY G S ,

Atlantic Ship Wharf and Lime Manufacturing Com
pany will be hidden at the C w illin g Room of Cobb. Wight o f eveyy quality, all descriptions of
A Case, in this city, on TUESDAY, January 27, 1663, at
9 o’clock, A. M., for the choice of officers and the transac
tion of such other business as may properly cotne belore
them.
S. L. LOVEJOY, Secretary.
DRESSING FOR THE I1AIR,
Rockland, Jan. 2, 1663.
3w2

BO O K S,

LBERT J. SWEATLAND of Camden, in the County

LIVERY STABLE,
Lindsay Street, Rockland, Me.

S ic k H e a d a c h e a n d W a n t o f A p p e tite .
I n c id e n ta l to S o ld iers.
Those feelings which sosndden us usually arise from :
trouble or annoyances, obstructed perspiration, or eating ;
| and drinking whatever is unwholesome, thus disturbing ;
’ the healthful action of the liver and stomach These Or- I
| gaits must be relieved, if you desire to be well. The Pills, I
| taken according to the printed ituilructions, will quickly
• produce a healthy action in both liver and stomach, und |
! as a natural consequence u clear head and good appetite, j

Coaches t ul single teams furnished for funerals,
Coaches £ e run to and from the boats to all the public

n

c

e

m

e

n

t .

ussorteJ stock of

DRY AND FANCY GOODS
ever offered in Knox County, which will be sold for CASH
at a very small advance from coat. As moat of our goods
were bought before the advance, we can and will sell the
same at

C lo tL s ,

T rico ts, B e a v e r 's , B ro a d clo th s,
R c p o I I a n ts , W a t e r P r o o f s , A c .

OU R CLOAK D E PA R T M E N T

LA R G EST A N D BEST

is under the direction of one of the most experienced Cloak
Makers in thin city and we feel ct nfident that all garments
manufactured by us will give satisfaction as to price hu<1
style. All are enviteti to cull aud examine our stock be
fore making their purchases.

CLOAKS CUT OR MADE
for those who prefer to buy their Cloths elsewhere.

iUAYO& K A L E R ,

W e a k n e ss o r D e b ility In d u c e d b y
O ver F a tig u e ,

V o lu n te e rs, A tte n tio n ! In d is c r e 
tio n s o f Y o u th .

F o r W o u n d s e ith e r o ccasio n ed b y th e
B ay o n e t, S a b re , o r th e B u lle t,
S ores o r B ru ises.

u

B lac k , B ro w n , a n d D ra b P lu s h ,

L A D IE S ’ F U R S !

speedily relieved and effectually cured by using '

Sores and Ulcers, Blotc hes und Swellings, can with cer
tainty be radically cure I, if the Pills are taken night and
morning, and the Ointment be freely used as stated in the
printed inst ructions. If treated iu any o her manner, they
dry up in one part to break out in another. Whereas this
Ointment will remove the humors from the system and
leave the Patient a vigorous aud healthy man It will re
quire a little per»everaucein bad cu»es to iusure a lasting
cure.

o

L a d ie s

G rO O D S ,

O. A . W IG G IN & CO.’S

n

consisting of

Will soon disappear by the use of these Invaluable Pills, I AT77TTT7- J AT 71 77 d Q 7T 771 AT J 72 7" 77
and the Soldier will quickly acquire additional strength.
jA L i L f
T
J
. V
Never let the Bowels oe either confined or unduly acted |
C O L O G N E , P E R F U M E R Y , E X T R A C T S upon.
seem strange, that Hollowaj’s PUIs should ■
be recommended for-Dysentary and Flux, many persons
of the best kinds, nnd the best
supposing that they would increase the relaxation. This
is « great mistake, fi»r these Pills will correct the liver and
stomach, and thus remove ail the acrid humors from the
PATENT MEDICINES, NOW SOLD. system. This medicine will give tone and vigor to the
ever brought into this city, consisting in part of
whole organic system, however deranged, while health
and strength follow as a matter of course. Nothing will
J WAKEFIELD.
stop the relaxation of the Bowels so sute us this famous
Rockland, October 14, 1862.
43tf
L a d ie s ’ a n d C h ild ren ’s
medicine.

of Knox, respectfully libels mid gives this Honorable
ACourt
to uuderstmid that he wus lawfully married to

n

Shawls and Dress Goods,

used in thia mid the adjoining towns, every variety of

Rockland, Dec. 19, 1862.

A

which is very large and desirable. Also to our assort
ment of

A YD OIYTMEA’T .

BO O K S,

.4 lot o f Men's Silk Plush and Silk Plush
Trimmed Caps, a little out o f Style, selling at
L E S S T H A N C O ST, at
W E N T W O R T H 'S .

We call special attention to onr stock of

NEW BOOK STORE.

S C IiO O B

52tf

L e ss th a n B o sto n P r ic e s.

A XT Q ~D T T T Q
YV 2A X 0 i J j i J j O :

N o tic e o f F o r e c lo s u r e .

S ilver Spoons,

J. WAKEFIELD & CO.’S.
Rockland, Dec. 18, 1862.

< s a i a v ri

B r a v e S o ld ie rs a n d S a ilo rs.

K3" L A D IE S ' nice, Calf, H alf Double Sole, On the foregoing O rdered, That the libelant nolify the
said WH»h:
W. —
Thorndike of the pendency thereof, by ' TT
Heeled, Balmoral Boots, for $1,12, at
publishing
nested copy of her libel, and this order | ± 1
thereon, three weeks successively in me Rocslaud Gazette
T . A . W E N T W O R T H 'S .

Harriet T. Manly,at Camden, aiotesaid, ou the tenth day
of July, A. D., 1853 ; iltut your libelant, since their i.**tertnariirge, has always provided Iter with a comfortable
home und has always deported himself as a kind, loving,
mon, aged 20 years, 8 inuniiis and 28 days.
In South Thomaston, Jan. 2d, Lizzie, daughter of Rich indulgent und faithful husband, towards iter, the said
Harti-'t;
yet she, wholly regardless of lo r marriage coveard and Fannie Bartlett, aged 2 mouths aud 16 days.
ttavt mid duty, sold the furniture and housekeeping goods,
while your libelant was at sea, and desetted his home and
The whole number of interments in this city for the became
au inmate oi an house oi ill fame, in Boston ; that,
month ol December were eight; and for the year 1662, ot
subsequently, on premise of faithfulness, he took heragaiu
hundred and three,
to his home, Uning his best endeavor to make her content
SILAS KALLOCH, City Undertaker.
ed aud happy, till July, 1661, when, being absent at sea,
toiling for hersake, she cruelly- mid wantonly sold and gave
away every thing of value belonging to Ute, and again left
u good home and went to New Bedford, and became an in
mate of a house ol ill fame, where she has been most of
the time since ; that, in the fall of 1661, being sick, he took
her from her vile abode, and on promise of repentance and
faithfulness, furnished means for her support, nnd that,
PORT OF ROCKLANDwhen recovered she left and plunged again into the same
vortex of sin, the same abode of Infamy as before ; that
while living with me, ut Camden, 1 was involved iu debt
Arrived.
by her ; that,site was guilty of great intoraliites and adul
tery ; that, your libelant, by kindness and in every possible
FRIDAY, Jan. J.
way, has endeavored to win her back to virtue and home ;
Sch John Adams. Hatch, Boston.
but all without avail. He therefore piays relief ut the bar
“ C H Hale, Clark, Lincolnville.
of this Honorable Court, be ievitig that a divorce from the
Sa t u r d a y , Jan. s.
bonds of iiiairinioiiy would be reasonable just and proper;
conducive to do nestic harmony and consistent with the
Hch Catharine B eal,------- , New York.
peace and morality of society and that a divorce may lie
MONDAY, Jan. 5.
decreed, from the bonds of matrimony, between him and
Brig II Lends, Smith, Portland.
the said Harriet T. Sweatlund.
Sch Quail Brewster, Portland.
A. J. SWEATLAND.
Mary Brew er,------- , Bath.
“ Ocean Slur, Ham, Portsmouth,
S ta le o f M a ia e .
“ Einma Furbish, Flanders, Portland.
KNOX SS.
“ Amanda Powers, Robiuson, Boston.
S upreme J udicial Court , October T erm , A. D. 1862.
TUESDAY, Jan. 6.
On the foregoing O rdered , That the libelant notifv the
Sch Josiah Achorn, Hatch, Boston.
said Harriet T. Sweat land of the pendency thereof by pub
“ Forest, Andrews, Boston.
lishing an aiiesie I copy of his libel, and this order thereon,
“ Lizzy Guptill, Guptill, Vinalhaven for Kennebec.
three weeks successively in the Roekland Gazette, being a
paper printed at Rockland, in the County of Knox, the
Inst publication to be thirty days nt least before the next
Sailed.
term of the Supieme Judicial Court, to be holden at Rock
SUNDAY, Jan. 4land within aud for the County of Knox, on the second
Sch Catharine B e a l,------- , Belfast.
Tuesday of February next, that she may then and there
appearand shew cau>e, it any she have, why the prayer
MONDAY, Jan. 5.
of said libelant should not be granted.
Sch L iny Guptill, Guptl’l, Vinaihnven.
A ttest:—E zekiel Ross, Clerk.
Copy oi libel nnd order ofCourt thereon.
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 7.
Attest :—E zekiel Ross, Clerk.
6ch R Bullwinkle, French, New York.
Brig H Leads,Smith, ------- .
THURSDAY, Jan. 8.
2 5 0 B o x e s F r e n c h C o n fe c tio n er y ,
Sch Lizzy Guptill. Guptill, Kennebec.

M A R IN E

ro R T g

PIN W ORM S

We learn from the Bangor Whig, that the
M A R R IA G E S .
Don't Fail to visit W F N T W O R T H 'S
President's Emancipation Proclamation was
before purchasing your Bools and Shoes.
received in that city by the ringing of bells and
In this city, Jan. lut, by Rev. J. R. Bowler, Thomas
a general display of the flags of freedom.
Webb ol Warreu, aud Miss Lizzie M. Skinner of Appleton.
To the Honorable Justices o f the Supreme Judicial
Good Shooting.—Thomas Rogers of Topsham,
Court, for the Stale, next to be holden at Rock
since last September, has shot 198 wild ducks,
land, within and for the County o f Knox, on
at 39 shots ; once he shot at nine, once nt 11,
D EA TH S.
the fourth Tuesday o f October, 1862.
and once at 13, and killed all a t each time.

The 7th .—Major Robie commenced to pay
off the Maine 7th volunteers yesterday. Not
having obtained funds from government, he
has made arrangements to advance the amount,
to relievo the pressing want6 of the soldiers.—
This is an example that might be followed to
good purpose with a good many regiments wc
wot of.—Portland Argus 7th.
C. F. Stevens, Esq., has been appointed Post
master at West Waterville, in place of Win.
McCartney Esq., removed.
K illed.—Mr. Wm. T. Hanscom, was instant
ly killed by a falling tree a t Teekalet, Wm. T.,
sometime in October last. Mr. H. went from
East Machias last spring. His age was about
35 years ; he leaves a widow and two children
a t East Machias.
F atal Accident.—Mr. Charles Witham was
instantly killed in Portland on Monday evening
last. An engine run against him, pressing him
against the platform at the Grand Trunk De
pot, and almost cutting his body in two parts.
The 5th Maine numbers over 400 men fit for
duty. At last accounts they were near White
Oak Church, Virginia. The regiment did not
loose a man at Fredericksburg, notwithstanding
it was in advance position.
L umber.—Seven brigs and three schooners
are loading at Machiasport with boards, mostly
for foreign ports.
T he 21st Maine.—We learn that a large
number of the members of the 21st Maine Reg
iment, intended for Bank's expedition, now in
barracks at East New York, are off duty on ac
count of sickness.
Ship B uilding in P ortland D istrict.—There
have been built and registered in Portland Dis
trict the past year, 17 vessels, of an agreggate
tonnage of 7,518, 64-95 tons.
The amount of vessels that arrived a t the port
of Portland during 1862, was 3427 of which
661 were from foreign ports.
Kingsbury N. Miller, of Maine, aged 42,
committed suicide in New York on Saturday by
hanging. The act was probably done to escape
business embarrassments.

62 D o z en s

V ienna M atches.

R . H. E D D Y ,

HURRAH! HURRAH!

to that shout, as it swells on the gnle.
Parties in Boston who are largely interested Hark
Like the cataracts roar, or the wild tempests wail ;
in steamships, have purchased three fourths of Herrick’s is the. pills to banish ail ills,
the “ Franklin W hatf," in Portland, and it is And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
PILLS ! pills ! ! pills ! !!
supposed with the view to the establishment of
another line of boats from Portland, cither to In years far ahead, when earth gray with age,
Some rhymster will place, ou his poetic page, these
Boston or New York.
verses triumphant—

The Bridgton Reporter learns that a sad
accident occured in the school at West Bridgton
a few days since. The teacher, in attempting
to correct a little boy, nut one of the child's
wrists out of joint and broke bis other arm.

American and Foreign Patents.

H a t s and C a p s

T O Y S

Lieut. Carpenter, who was arrested and im
«
Thei will be a Spec:al Communication of
There
Auron Lodge, No 50, of Free and Accepted Ma ,
prisoned a t Augusta, on suspicion of having .
their Hall next WEDNESDAY evening
f o
embezzled government funds, has had an ad X
14th, at 6 1 2 o’clock. Brethren are invited.
Rockland, Jan. 10, 1863.
justm ent of bis accounts and been discharged.

A soldier belonging to the 7th Me., named
John II. Chamberlain, was struck by a cleaver
by Waters the keeper of a Beer shop, in Port
land. He was supposed to be fatally injured,
but his wounds are not now considered dan
gerous.

Ar at Havre 17th ult Almira Coomba, DrInkwater,New
York.
8Id from Liverpool 13th ult, B S Kimball, Hoimer, Now
York.
Cld 13lh, Lllllaa, Gilmore, Havenn,
A ral Waterford 15th. Chav A Farwell, Amsbury, from
Liverpool for New York, put In with lues of some sail!
Ar at Bordeau 12th, Laura Ruin, Ruaa. New Orleans.
811 from Sbaughue Oct 13th, Lizzie Boggn, Direr, Foo
chow.
A ral Deal22d,Rochambeau, Snow, St John N B for
London and proceeded).

THESE Matches are the only ones used by the Royal DHALON’S WORMWOOD C O R D I A L
Families, Nobility and Gentry of Europe, and they are ■** TONIC, for sale at
3811
COOK’S City Drug 8tor«.
S O L IC IT O R OF P A T E N T S ,
the only matches which should be used by respectable
Laie Agent of U. S. Patent Office, Washington, families in this country; being without a sulpher; odor
(under the Act o f 1857.)
less, smokeless, varnished, waterproof, and beautifully
B o ra x , B o ra x .
BBE ? EFINED B 0“ AX. for .ale low, at
73 S tate Street, op p osite K ilb y Street. colored, in fancy and round boxes, aud at a price wh’ch
38lf
_
COOK’S City Drag Store.
brings them into competition with the disagreeable, suffo
HE Subscriber Is selling SILK HATS, KOSSUTH
BOSTON.
HATS and CLOTH and PLU8H CAPS, little behind
cating sulphurs made in this country. For the sick room
the times in style, LESS THAN COST for a few days.
N
u
tm
e
g
s
!
N u tm e g s F l
and
parlor
they
are
an
indispensable
necessity
and
laxury.
FTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty
Call early if you wish a good barguin.
years, continues to secure Patents in the United States; Imported and for sale, wholesale and retail, by
3
T. A. WENTWORTH.
USS. PRIME NUTMEGS, for ,a |, chMp „
DISASTERS.
also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries.
COOK’S
City Drug Store.
Rockland, Dec. 26,1862.
ltf
J. M. A P. RICHARDS,
Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assignments, and nil Pa
Bark Antietam, from Philadelphia for Bovton, before re
pers or Drawings for Patents, executed on libera] terms,
111 COMUEBCIAL STBEST, BOSTON.
ported aehoie on Cape Henlopen, was sot off 2d lnat.
and
with
despatch.
Researches
m
ide
into
American
or
A despatch received Jan 6, from Piovincetown, slates
Country Merchants call and see Samples.
P a t e n t M e d icin es.
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pat
that tile Br steamship Caledonia has broken in two. and
October 18,1862.
Sm43
HE subscriber, grateful for the many favors received ents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered In
there are no hopes of saving her. About 200 tons of her
from a generous public, whose patronage It is his wish all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of
COOK’S City Drag Store.
cuigohas been discharged into lighters,’and 100 tons land
may he continued, would announce his removal to the any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign
cd on the bench, partly damaged.
ments recorded at Washington.
Bnrk Antletnin, before reported, was towed back to
The Agency Is not only the largest in New England, but
Sou th Store In U nion B look,
Philadelphia 5th lost, for repairs.
‘juqanw
‘xoj
‘quipi
joj ppd saopd q«®o tsaqJm
through it Inventors have advantages for securing Patents,
Weal Side of Main Street, where, with new wares and in of ascertaining the patentability of Inventions unsurpassed
creased facilities for business he would be pleased to serve by, if not immeasureably supptrior to, any which can be
SPOKEN.
j y L A D I E S intending to buy Furs for
offered
them elsewhere. The Testimonials below given
,hFor further particulars see advertisement headed “ N ew
thr.mselces or their Children should be sure to
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE P a T
J ewelry Store .”
ENT OFFICE than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS
‘□JdqMasp Supeqo visit W E N T W O R T H ’S, before purchasing,
SIMEON BLOOD.
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, -ind aiojaq saopj pun spoof) autuinxa pus ||ao asuau
Rockland, Dec. 18, 1862.
52lf
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and
for he has just put in an Immense Stock, and is
a'lo^aacisA Bu oj. j .on aNtioa
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the char KV I J o; j‘jsodvaip
aq>
su
dvstpSK
plus wq U|M qopj selling very Cheap.
ges f r professional services so moderate. The immense
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has
•3Y ‘g x v o o o q / j j n a
enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifica
*spu|q
tions and official decisions relative to p-itents.
II®jo siapuadsng pus 'guVTTOO H3JVJ pas N3NTI
Rockland, Jan. 10, 1863.
These, besides his extensive library ol legal and mechan
‘sjaiHORaHaNVH hosn p®« xaxood
ical works, and lull accounts of putents granted in the
United Slates and Europe, render him able, beyond ques ‘exvAVHO
‘s a u - x o a N ‘s u a a a a n w s x .msd
tion, to offer superior facilities for obtaining Patents.
‘uoiidpasap Ltaso |o ‘suantK P“« S3AO'ID SuLN3O
All necessity of a journey io Washington to procures
HOSE celebrated “The bent is the cheapest,” U.
‘s v 'n a a a K a
patent, aud the usual great delay there, are here saved in
HORSE NAIL RODS. For Sale ut the Brook, by
ventors.
‘sav h Nias-aiow Pzxxao
3tf
H. H. CR1E.B.
‘83X19931
pus
saoiisaaAO
x
iaa isaiavi
T E S T IM O N IA L S .
“ 1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and suc
BLOOD & P A L M E R ,
D o m e s tic Y a r n s ,
D R . E . G . G O U LD ’S
‘AiUvnft pus o(£ig a[qBAi<J3U03 XJ9A3 jo
cessful
practitioners
with
whom
I
have
had
official
inter
TOCKINGS and MITTENS, at the Brook, by
_
course.”
CHARLES MASON.
3lf
H. II. C R IE *
S O U T H S T O R E , U N IO N B L O C K ,
Commissioner of Putents.
‘s a o H
S
s j L O o a
IS the first and only remedy ever offered to the public for
“ I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they
Crockery Ware, Keroseue Lamps &c.,
the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or Pin-Worms,from
AVING returned from Boston, will open cannot employ a person more competent and trustworthy
‘Xiai-tBA JB9J9 ut
this day a splendid assortment of
the human lyi'em . The high reputation it has established
and
inoie
capable
of
putting
their
applications
in
a
form
HEAP n« the cheapest,,at the Brook,
to secure lor them an early and favorable consideration
in tlu last two years, and the fact that it is fast supersed
3tf
H. II. CRIE.
at the Patent Office.” EDMUND BURKE,
ing all other worm remedies, is the best test of Its great
W a tc h e s , C locks, J e w e l r y ,
Laie Commissioner of Patents.
merit.
Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applica ‘ s a v o
S u g a rs ,
tions, on all but one of which patents has been granted,
I t n flo r d s R e l i e f in t w c n ly - f o n r h o u r s ,
Fancy Goods and Yankee Notions of and that is now pending. Such uumistakeable proof of
B31A1S M3N «*aatp[!H3 pus .i.tog
F all kinds, still selling as low as the lowest, at tl
a n d a n E n t ir e C u r e is V V n rren ted
great talent and ubility on his part leads me to reccomBrook, by
all kinds, style, and description. Also, a large assortment mend all inventors to apply to him io precure their pa
when
taken according to directions, which accompany
3tf
H. H. CRIE.
of
'STBIIOJ
p u t! J4A B JU 8,1113*)
tents, us they may be sure of having the most faithful at
each bottle.
tention bestowed on their cases, and ut very reason*
Marble Statues.—Versus L iving Monu
T
his
Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic, to
able charges.”
JOHN TAGGART.
I r o n & S te e l.
‘SUI7IS UAXOQ S .U B .ttS p U B
ments.—l.et moulded bronze and sculptured
be always used when physic is required, especially forchll.
During eight months the subscriber, in course of his
U A tojg ‘B pm xi dren. It corrects the secretions, gives tone to the stomach
F o r C h ristm a s and. N e w Y e a r’s
marble perpetuate the memories of the great
large pructic*-, made on twice rejected applications SIX *luo3 aiiiiM.
BUILDING, HORSE and OX SHOEING, 4tc
TEEN APPEALS, EVERYONE of which was decided
destroyers of the human race ; the man ofBcience, low as the lowest, at the Brook, by
and bowels, assisting nature in her efiorts to restore health
his favor, by the Committee of Patents.
I’ R E S E N T S .
‘A i a m v A s s a T a x a n i
whose intellect, whose knowledge, and whose
It is purely of Vegetable Extracts, and always safe and re
R. II. EDDY«
Rockland,
Dec.
18,
1662.
62tf
Boston, Dec. 19, 1862.
]y I
energies have been devoted to the mitigation of
liable.
K e e p D ry .
Buffering and the salvation of Jife, will be im
C. IIERVEY, Sole Proprietor.
R o c k l a n d 371re a n d M a r in o
mortalized by living monuments. Forexample,
Sold by HALL & RUCKEL, 218 Greenwich St. New
Double OU Cloth LONG COATS, JACKETS
as the peerless remedies of Professor H olloway
IN S U R A N C E C O M P A N Y .
York; in Boston by GEO. C. GOODWIN <k CO., 12 Mar
*” “rr“nled’ no'
stick. For sale at the Brook
are bequeathed from generation to generation, i w'"” w
shall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
HE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of this Com
II. H. CRIE.
soothing bodily torture, controlling disease and ‘
StUdjpiiio puu .saipirr
pany will be held at their office on MONDAY, Janu
Sold in Rockland by LEVI M. ROBBINS, DR. F. G.
ary 12, 1663, at 2 o’clock, 1*. M. for the cla ice of Direc
COOK, C. P. FESSENDEN und J.S . HALL A CO.
lengthening the span of existence, the gratitude
t o r and the transaction of any other business that may
jo UBd ut Sujwsuoo ‘Alia sjqi oiuj iq2noiq « a»
6.n49
of millions will transmit his name and fame
legally come before said meeting.
Per O der,
M. SUMNER, Secretary.
through the lapse of ages to the ‘‘ latest syllable
HE Subscriber would inform his numerous friends and
Rockland,
Dec.
18,
1862.
3w52
the
public
that
be
has
opened
a
Provision
Store
at
of recorded time.” Compare the exploits of

T he 8th R egiment.—Letters from the 8th
Maine Regiment, state the regiment to be in
good condition, and desirous of active service.
Col. Rust is filling the place of Brig. General
Brannan, in command of the post a t Beaufort. the most renowned “ thunderbolts of w ar,”
The name of one of the firemen on the British from Caisar to Napoleon, with the quiet victo
pirate Alabama, is Foxton. lie formerly lived ries of this soldier of humanity over pain, sick
ness, and death. His Pills and Ointment have
m Eastport.
raised up and restored to health a greater mul
Edwin L. West, 6on of Jabez West, of Mach titude than any conqueror ever slew. Thous
ias, has been appointed Orderly to Major Gen ands of war's wounded victims have been saved
eral N. P. Bauks. He was a private in Com from mutilation by the application of the O int
pany U, 28th Maine.
ment ; and, travel where you may, in this
We learn from the Eastport Sentinel that country or any other, you will meet with num
Messrs. U. S. Treat & Son one day last week bers of the convalescent and the cured, rescued
caught in their weir at Treat's Island three from the very jaws of death by his inestimable
hundred and twenty barrels of herring, the net Pills. If the reader doubts these statesments,
we refer him to the same sources whence we
value of which for oil and porniee is $640.
derived them—to multitudes who suflered from
The earnings of the Calais & Baring Rail dyspepsia, liver complaint, intermittent fever,
road for the past year were $20,688 ; expenses scrofula, erysipelas, and other agonizing inter
$9,416—leaving $12,272 for payment of inter nal and external disorders, but who haB been
est and principal of its bonds.
restored to perfect health and the pursuits of
The Pepperel Manufacturing Company of active life by these inestimable specifics, and
Biddeford have recently declared a dividend of whose constitutions have been braced up and
50 per tent, on the stock. So says the Portland permanently strengthened by their invigorating
influence.—JV. Y. “ £ rp rc jj.”
Advertiser.

We bear of one lady who skated ten miles
down river one day last week. Can the Yankee
feminines be beat ?—Lewiston Journal.

N o w is t h e tim e to B u y

FOREIGN PORTS.

Congress reassembled on Monday. In the
Senate a resolution was adopted instructing the
Committee of Claims to enquire into the theexpediency of providing for the payment to the
States of Massachusetts and Maine interests on
sums loaned to the government in 1812 and 1815.
A resolution of inquiry as to the expediency of
consolidating regiments now in the field was
adopted. A message was received from the
President in relation to extending to other de
partments of the Government the authority al
ready conferred on the President to temporarily
appoint persons to the cabinet in case of the ill
ness or death of any member.
In the House the bill to abrogate all treaties
with certain Sioux Indians of Minnesota and to
relieve the sufferers by the late depredations,
was passed. Considerable business of more or
less importance was transacted in both branches
In the Senate Tuesday, the Committee on Mili
tary Affairs was instructed to inquire into the
expediency of reimbursing the State of Min
nesota for tho suppression of Indian hostilities
in 1862. In the House, the bill to aid Missouri
in securing the abolishment of slavery was refered back and after Borne debate was passed
with an amendment excluding from the benefit
of the act all those who refuse to take the oath
of allegiance. A bill waB passed, providing
that articles hitherto not mailable may be sent
to suldiers in the army at book postage ratesIn the Senate, Wednesday, a bill in relation
to bounties of volunteers in certain cases and
also a bill providing that the pay of officers of
the army who are absent more than thirty days
6hall be forfeited. In the House, resolutions
were passed directing the Secretary of War to
give credit to the several States in estimating
soldiers enrolled therein, for all who have en
listed in the naval service. Mr. Hooper of
Mass, introduced a bill providing for a national
currency secured by pledge of U. S. stock. The
bill is offered with the approval of the Secretary
of the Treasury.

« ,, ...
P ills b u r y B lo c k ,
Rockland, Nou. 14, 1852.
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2^* O E H T L E M E N , in looking for Gloves,
Mittens, Mufflers, Fur Collars, Scarfs, Cravats,
Suspenders, (fc., don't forget that W EH TW O R T H has just received a Large Stock.

WANTED.
IN E N D L E SS V A R IE T Y !

N utria, B r o w n a n d W h ite C ony,
a n d S w a n ’s D o w n S k in s,

Gents’ Beaver and Nntria Collars,

PO TA TO ES A X I) BEANS.
and barrels Potatoes u
Rockland, Nov. £8, 1P62.

hundred bushels Beans.
COBB, WIGHT «St CASE.
49if

t # - L A D IE S ' Side Lace Cloth and Kid

To which every Soldier and Suilor are liable, there are
Boots, selling at greatly reduced prices, for a short
Gents’, Boys’ and Children’s NEW STYLES
no medicines so safe, sure, and convenient, as Hoi oway’*
time, at
T . A . W E N T W O R T H 'S .
Pills and Oinuneni The poor wouuded and almost dying
sufferer might have his wounds dressed immediately, If he
would inly provide himself with this matchless Ointment,
C5T Misses' and Children's Nice, Calf, Double which should he thrust into the wound aud smeared all
round it, then covered with a piece of linen from his Knap
Sole, Heel, Balmoral Bools. Just the thing Jor sack and compressed with a handkerchief. Taking night
in Great Vatlety
and mooning 6 or 8 Pills, to cool the system and prevent
SC H O O L G IR L S , selling very low at
infiainuiiou.
Every Soldier’s Knapsack nnd Senman’s Chest should be
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S.
provided with these valuable Remedies,
C A U T IO N ! -None are genuine unless the words
“ Holloway, N ew Yomk and London,” ure discernible
of Every Conceivable Style and Quality,
as a Water-mark iu every leal of the book of directions
O LD F R IE N D S
around each pot or box ; the same may be plninly seen by
holding;
the
leaf
to
the
light.
A
handsome
reward
will
be
U
n
d
ie
s
’ F e l t O v e r sh o e s a n d L e g g in g s ,
IN T IIE R IG H T P L A C E
given to any one rendering such Information as may lead to G e n ts ’ M o le -S k in H a ts ,
the detection of any party or panics counterfeiting the
H e r r ic k ’s S u g a r C oated P i l l s !
medicines or vending the same, knowing them io be spuii- U m b r e lla s *
The best family Cathartic in
G e n ts’ G lo v es a u d M itt e n s of every description.
the World.4 Used twenty
V B old at the manufactory of Professor Holloway, 80 G e n ts’ M u ffle rs, N e c k - T ie s . S to c k s , C r a v a ts ,
j ears by
MzideL Laue, New York, and by all respectable Druggists
aud Druieis iu itlediciue, throughout the civilized world, iu P o c k e t a n d N e c k H a n d k e r c h ie f s ,
f iv e m il l io n s
L in e n a n d P a p e r C o l l a r s , a n d S u s p e n d e r s of
boxes ut 25 cents, 62 cents and $1 each.
all kinds,
There is considerable saving by taking the larger sizes.
N. B.—Directions for the guidance of patients in every B u f fa lo C o a t s , & c ., &e«,
D y e in g S ilk , W o o l e n a n d C o tto n G ood s,
disorder are affixed to each box.
S h a w ls , S c a r f s , D r e s s e s , R ib b o n s ,
Nov. 20, 1662.
Iy48
Which will be sold as cheap as the cheapest, for
G lo v e s , B o n n e t s , H a ts , F e a t h 
alwnyagive satisfaction; con
K id G lo v es,
laining nothing injurious; pat
I Am Bound Not to Be Undersold! C h ild r e n ’s C loers*
t h in g , a n d n il k in d s o f W e a r 
ronized by the Principal phy
sicians in the UNION; elegant* pEB FU M EllY ,
i
n
g
A p p a r e l,
COLOGNE,
Please call and examine Goods and prices
|ly coated with sugar. Large
Boxes 25 cents: 5 Boxes one
WITH PERFECT FAST COLORS.
SOAPS,
EXTRACTS,
'dollar. Full directions with
____________________ each hoi. Warranted superior
L IS T O F C O L O R S .— Black, Dark Brown, Snuff
TOOTH BRUSHES,
HAIR BRUSHES,
to any Pills before the public.
Crown, Light Brown, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Dark Green,
T. A. W E N T W O R T H .
SILVER <fc PLATED WARE,
CUTLERY,
H c r r ic k h i K id S t r e u g t b e a iu g P l a s t e r s c u r e
Light Green, Pink, Purple, Slate, Cr imson, Salmon, Scar
in five hours, pains and weakness of the breast, side and
PORTMONAIE3,
LADIES’
BAGS,
let.
Dark Drab, Light Diab, Yellow, Light Yellow, Orange
back, aud Rheumatic complaints In equally short periods
Highest Cash Prices paid for M ink., P ox,
of time Spread on beautilul white lamb skin, their u.-e
Magenta, Solferlno, French Blue, Royal Purple, Violet.
LADIES’ WBITING DESKS, AND WORK BOXES, rlcBKRAT, &C.
subjects the wearer to no inconvenience, ami each one
ISO “
C h a se & Co.’s L o z e n g e s ,
Rockland,
November
28,
1862.
49tf
will wear from one week to three msuths. Price 18 3-4
FANCY BOXES, Ac.
These Dye Colors are expressly for family use. having
cents.
been perfected nt great expense, after many years ot study
50
“
C orn C a k e s,
Herrick’s Sugar Coated Pills and KM Tlnsters are sold
A t VV. I I . K E E N ’S.
and experiment. The goods are ready to wear in from
J uhi received per Sell. Leu, and for .ale, wholesale and in all parts of the United Stales, Canadas and South
one.to three hours’ time. The process is simple, aud any
50lf
Rockland, Dec. 5, 1862.
retail, by
W. E. TOLMAN & SON.
America and may be obtained by calling for them by their
one can use the dyes with perlect success.
WILLIAM BEATTIE,
S novr’a B r i c k S to r e , C o r . M a in Sc S p r in g S i.. full name.
G R E A T ECO N O M Y !
Dn. L R. HERRICK <fc CO., Albany, N. Y.
Rockland, Nov. 29, 1862.
4w 49
C
o
u
n
se
llo
r
a
n
d
A
tto
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a
t
L
aw
,
The above urticle8 are sold by F. G. COOK, O. P. FES
CT A S A V I N G O F 8 0 P E R C E N T . ^31
Ladies, Prime Pebble Grain, Double Sole,
SENDEN, J. S. HALL & CO., and LEVI M. ROBBINS,
In every family there will he found more or le>s of wear
W
I
L
S
O
N
&.
W
H
I
T
E
’S
B
L
O
C
K
,
Rockland; C. M. Knight, Rockport; James Perry and E. Heel, Balmoral Boots, ju st the thing to keep out
ing apparel which could be dyed, and made to lookaswell
C. Fletcher, Camden; VV. K. Duncan and David Howe,
as new. Many articles that hecoine a little w? rn* 8PHed,
37tf
R O C K L A N D M A IN E ,
the water, selling for $1,25, at
Lincolnville; II. N. Lancaster
Co , Northport.
or out of style, are thrown aside. By using these Dyes,
FRtJIT,
CIDER,
E. BLASIlflELD.TBAVRixiNa Auknt.
they can he changed to any cr lor or ubnde in a very short
T . A . W E N T W O R T H 'S ,
February 13, 1862.
3p8ly
BUY YOUR
NUTS,
NATIVE WINES,
time, at a small expense You can have a n u m b ^ of
shades from the same dye, from the lightest shatw to
TOBACCO,
PICKLES,
the full color, by following the directions on the Inside of
BUY YOUR
SEGARS,
TOMATO KETCHUP,
’ “ If'ewry .tore where ’h«e Dye. ore .old, can be «eeo
October 24, 1862.

HATS

AND CA PS,

BOOTS AND SH O ES,

FAM ILY

DYE COLORS,

ANNUALLY;

Perfum ery, E x tra c ts, &c.

C O .ri'F C T t O .Y E R I ’.

MEMORANDA.
Ship Joseph Fish, Cnpt Young, aid from Rangoon May
23 tor Falmouth E. mid as she has not since been heard of,
fears are entertained lor her safety. The J F registered
1202 tons, rated a I 1-2, was built at Thomaston in 1858,
and hatleu from that port.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BOSTON—In the B-y Jnn 5, ship Tranqnebar, from N
York for Bath; schs Express, Miuuie Cobb, Telegraph aud
John Payson, all inward bound.
Ar 6th, bark Tul-.vera, (of Searsport) Merrithew, Hav
ana Dec 16.
In the hay, bUg H G Berry, from Havana.
Ar Jnn 7, bark David Kimball, (of Boston) Magune, Pal
ermo Nov 15. Passed Gibraltar Dec 8. Spoke Dec
9, lat 35, Ion 10 35 W, ship New Hampshire,from Qatanta
for New York. The David Kimball has encountered heavy
gales, hut received no damage; brigs H G Berry, trom Hav
ana; Chesapeake, from Wiliiiiugton, Del.
NEW YORY—Ar Jan 4. ship Oracle, Thomaston.
Ar 5th Hardscrabble, Packard, and A J Bird, French,
RocklanJ.
EDG a RTOWN—Ar 2d, sch Minnie Cobb, Averill, New
York for Salem.
NEW PO RT—In port 7th, sch Mary Laugdon, Finkham
o t and fretn Rockland for Fortress Monroe.

Confectionery,

ALE,

BUY YOUR

COFFEE,

LONDON PORTER,

SK A TES

BRANDY CHERRIES AND PEACHES,
PRESERVED PINE APPLES,

A T W I S E ’S.

JELLIES AND JAMS,

At W. H. KEEN’S.
BoeUaod,

Dm. 5, 1862.

?Ct(

AT W ISE ’S.

AT W ISE’S.

TJOW DEH, 8HOT, CAPS Ac, at
JL
BOND’S, Cornet Mala tad Urn. Bo«k SU.

,SAllw* o h»ve'uC.ed i'he»e Family Dye Colon pronoonc.
then, io be . mu.! ueefol,
arllrto.
Nomrrou. leatimnnwlecould be »i»eo f,om ladiee who
hate u»ed Iheae Dyeei bul In line ceee II ,» not required,
» In reel mine end n«fulne.a are fuuml upon one irlal.
M loufaciured by H O W E k ST E V E N S , Practical
C hnnl.l, 258 Broadway, Hoeloo.
Fur Bale by Druggie,, and D.slera in ayery City an4
Town.
Augus128,1862.
351y

C o m m e rc ia l H o u s e , I SEW S

FOK THE MILLION ! F A L L

T. W. JOHNSTON, P roprietor,

Rockland., Me.
Bo ardebb—Transient and permanent, accomodated on
the moat leesonable terms.
Stages leave this bouse dally for Bath, Bangor and
Augusta.
C arriages always in readiness to carry passengers to
and from the boot.
Stabling for H obbes as low as the lowest.
Rockland, October 2, 1862.
41 If

R em oval.

C A M P A IG N !

_ citizens of Rockland and vicinity that they have just
removed to the

G R E A T M Y S T E R Y SO LV ED !

GREATEST NOVELTY

GRAND OPENING

Dr. J. C. PIniner’s

recently erected by Doctor Frye, in the building known as

L

A

S T

S !

E P H R A IM W . B A R T L E T T ,

W IN T E R

T S ’

Cons.... era will llnd my Goods FRESII and of the BEST
to be found in (he BOSTON and NEW YORK MAR UUALI I V, aod will he sold at the LOWEST PRICES.
Rockland, October 7, ie62.
42lf
KETS. Having the very best facilities for the prosecu-

ve are confident that we can offer extra inducements to
purchasers. Our Stock has been selected with great care
and bought at the

1^.

AND R U B B E R S ,
SOLE LEATHER, WAX LEATHER,
JA .

NEW YORK.
1 take pleasure in announcing to my old patrons, that 1
have opened, repaired, and refitted in the most thorough
manner, the above commodious and pleasantly situated
house, where I shall be most happy to see my old friends,
and shall spare no effort in making them a pleasant and
agreeable home, and would here take pleasure in ac
knowledging past favors,
JOHN E. MERRILL, P roprietor,
Formerly o f the Webster House Boston.
May 7, 1862.
20tf

T H O R N D IK E

HOTEL.

G . W . H O D G E S , P r o p r ie to r .

B IL L S

BRATED LASTS, which are the latest and most Improv
ed pattern yet brought before the public.

A T T H E B R O O K , M A IN S T .

KO 1 , B R O A D W A Y .

R.

rons that he is now prepared to furnish all kinds and
Tqualities
of BOOTS manufactured upon these CELE

S h o e D u c k , P e g u . L a s ts , S h o e N a il* n n d
S h o e T o o ls o f n i l k in d s ,
.337

T h e A n a to m ic a l L a s t
is truly constructed upon Scientific principles, constructed
In accordance with the bony ligamentous conformation of
the bottom of the foot, an entirely new principle and‘ a
great improvement on the old style of BOOT AND SHOE
LASTS.
The principles herein suggested and followed out by
careful and patient reasoning and experiment hns now for
the first time been practically and fully developed and ap
plied. They produce a BOOT and SHOE perfectly com
fortable and easy at first, no matter how thick or substan
tial the soles, and the importance of this for predestrian
purposes cannot be exaggerated, and conferring advanta
ges which can be most sensibly appreciated by those who
suffer from tender f e e t .
Those who have once had an opportunity to test the
real advantages of these Philosophically made BOOTS
will hardly be reconciled to wear any other. As one ex
claims .' “ To all pcisons who wish to have a neat filling
Boot and one in which they can take solid comfort I
would say try this Last, and they will cry,
T H E H A L F H A S N O T B E E N T O L D ,”
In short, this L ast is made to f it the foot .

S a m p le B o o t s
CORNEB MAIN AND SEA STREETS, ROCKLAND.
can be examined and by putting on a Boot any one can b
Single persons o* small Families accommodated wiih but convinced of the decided benefits of the new last.
board on liberal terms.
T h e fin e s t b r a n d s o f S to c k are worked at tills
Coaches always in attendance to take guests to and
establishment by the best workmen in the State, and
from the sever il steamers.
satisfaction guaranteed in all cases. All orders fillet
Rockland April 17, 1860.
17tf
promptness and despatch.
J o b b i n g of all kinds done with neatness.
I’. S. Thankful for the liberal patronage bestowed
upon him in the past, he hopes by strict attention to buai.
ness to merit u liberal shure in the future.
AT NO. 3 CROCKETT BLOCK,

s a i l - m a k in g ’
COCHRAN’S loft may be found all articles
and repairing sails.
ATmaking

Give him an early Call, at

used in

A tto r n e y & C o u n s e llo r a t L aw .
OFFICE NO. 2, KIMBALL BLOCK,
-a - v x

ROCKLAND, M E.

vigorous action, and
"!
leaves the system to
—
into disorder and
— decay. The scrofulous
contamination is variously caused by mercurial
disease, low living, disordered digestion from
unhealthy food, impure air, filth and filthy
habits, the depressing vices, and, above all, by
the venereal infection. W hatever be its origin,
it is hereditary in the constitution, descending
“ from parents to children unto the third ami
fourth generation;” indeed, it seems to be the
rod of Him who says, “ I will visit the iniqui
ties of the fathers upon their children.” The
diseases which it originates take various names,
according to the organs it attacks. In the
lungs, Scrofula produces tubercles, and finally
('ousumption , in the glands, swellings which
suppurate and become ulcerous sores; in the
tomach and bowels, derangements which pro
duce indigestion, dyspepsia, and liver com
plaints; on the skin, eruptive and cutaneous
:. flections. These all having the same origin,
require the same remedy, viz. purification and
mvigoration of the blood. P urify the .blood,
and these dangerous distempers leave you.
With feeble, foul, o r corrupted blood, you can
not have health ; with that “ life of the flesh”
healthy, you cannot have scrofulous disease.

3tf

A t t o r n e y a n d C o u n se llo r a t L a w
TH O M A STO N . M E.
43tf

BOUNTIES, PENSIONS,
A r r e a r s o f p a y S ecu red
TO SOLDIERS OR THEIR HEIRS.
Soldiers wounded or in any way injured or who die
from wounds or injuries received or disease contracted
while in service (they or tbeir heirs) can have the same
secured by applying, to
GEORGE W. FRENCH, Attorney at Law
Thomaston, October 16, 1861.
43tf

~ PETER THACHER^ BROTHER.
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
O F F IC E . NO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
MAIN STREE T....................................ROCKLAND, ME j
P eteb T aacher,
R. P. E . T hacher .
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856.
46tf

DR. J. E STEN ,
H o o e o p a th ic P h y s i c i a n .

A yor’s S a rs a p a r illa

O ffice in W i l s o n &■ W h i l e ’* B lo c k ,
R O C K L lX b , M e.
R esidence on Water Street, first house north of A. C.
24lf
I

D E IS T T I S T R Y .
E . P . CHASE,

I) E

T I .S T ,

ROCKLAND, MAINE.
O ffice in W i l s o n «Sc W h i t e ’* B lo c k .
Artificial Teeth Inserted and warranted io give satisfac
tion in every respect. All operations performed on the
nutural teeth, in the most skillful manner.
Rockland, February 18,1862.
9lf

THOM AS

FRY E,

and
O F F IC E N O . 4 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,
{Over the Store o f M . C. Andrews.)
D w e l l i n g H o u s e , o u S p r in g S t r e e t ,
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT
will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
48t

T. E . & F . J . SIM O N T O N ,
(Successors to J. W. Brown,)
-----D ealers in -----

S ilk s, D re ss G oods, S h a w ls ,
W HITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES, LINENS,
TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, 4 c.,

C L O A K IN G S & CLO A K S.
-----ALSO-----

C A R P E T S A' F E A T H E R S .
Rockland, Feb. 15, 1660.

NO. 4 BERRY’S BLOCK.

MAYO & KALER,
SUCCESSORS TO PIERCE «fc KALBR.

DEALERS IN

D R Y
G O O D S ,
Corner Store, Pillsbury Block, Main St.
EBEN B. MAYO,
?
GEORGE F. KALER. j
March 3, 1859.

RUSSELL MILLS
Z > Ij C I £ .
rpilE subscribers, having sold these very su,
pebior C o tto n D u c k for several years past, have
found that it ia considered tbe- beat brand now in geueral

co tto m

Uae.
°
The H A R D D E C K has been worn on large Schoon
ers, Yachts, Pilot Bouts sud has fully’ proved that it will
wear longer and “ bag ” lese than other kinds heretofore
in generul use.
•
Mt. Vernon, Cumberland and Cotton Ravens Duck on
hand and for sale by
N. BOYNTON A CO ,
134 Commercial St.,
Feb. 22, I860.
(91y)
BOSTON

JURIED CURRANTS,
CITRON,
tamarinds,
FIGS,
LEMONS,
HONEY, Ac., Ac.

J . S. H A L L & CO.,
Rockland, April 30, 1862.

certain cure

is compounded from the most effectual anti
dotes that, medical science has discovered for
this afflicting distemper, and for the cure of the
disorders it entails. That it is far superior to
any other remedy yet devised, is known, by all
who Lave given it a trial. That it does com
bine virtues truly extraordinary in their effect
upon this class of complaints, is indisputably
proven by the great multitude of publicly
known and remarkable cures it has made of
the following diseases : K in g ’s Evil Or

Glandular Swellings, Tumors, Erup
tions, Pimples, Blotches and Sores, Ery
sipelas, Rose or St. Anthony's Fire, Salt
Rheum, Scald Head, Coughs from tu 
berculous deposits in the lungs, White
Swellings, Debility, Dropsy, Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Syphilis and
Syphilitic Infections, Mercurial Diseases,
Female Weaknesses,
indeed, the whole
series of complaints that arise front impurity
of the blood. Minute reports of individual
eases may he found in A yeii' s A mericas
A lmanac, which is furnished to the druggists
for gratuitous distribution, wherein may be
learned the directions for its use, and some of
the remarkable cures which it has made when
all other remedies had failed to afford relief.
Those eases are purposely taken from all sec
tions of the country, in order that even- reader
may have access to some one who can speak to
him of its benefits from personal experience.
Scrofula depresses the vital energies, and thus
leaves its victims far more subject to disease
and its fatal results than arc healthy constitu
tions. Hence it tends to shorten, and does
greatly shorten, the average duration of human
life. The vast importance of these considera
tions has led us to spend years in perfecting a
remedy which is adequate to its cure. This
we now offer to the public under the name of
A ver's Sarsaparilla, although it is com
posed of ingredients, some of which exceed tho
best of Sars'i/arilla in alterative power. By
itsaiil you may protect yourself from the suffer
ing and danger of these disorders. Purge out
the foul corruptions that rot and fester in the
blood; purge out the causes of disease, anil
vigorous health will follow. By its peculiar
virtues this remedy stimulates the vital func
tions, and tints expels the distempers which
lurk within the system or burst out on any
part of it.
We know the public have been deceived by
many compounds of Sarsaparilla, lhat promised
much and did nothing; hut they will neither he
deceived nor disappointed in this. Its virtues
have been proven liy abundant trial, and there
remains no question of its surpassing excellence
for the cure of the afflicting diseases it is in
tended to reach. Although under the same
uatne, it is a very different medicine from any
oilier which lias been before the people, and is
far more effectual than any other which has
ever been available to them.

A V E R ’S

CHERRY PECTORAL,
T h e W o rld ’s G re a t R em ed y for
C oughs, C olds, I n c ip ie n t Con
s u m p tio n , a n d fo r th e re lie f
o f C o n su m p tiv e p a tie n ts
in a d v a n c e d s tag e s
o f th e d isea se.
This lias been so long used and so univer
sally known, that we need do no more than

I n n i l < 'n s e h , o r ^ l o c i m r y r e s H a d e .
assure the public that its quality is kept up to
T ilt. DOW Is consulted daily, from 6 » n l o g r M as
the best it ever lias been, and that it may be
V above, upon all difflcul. and chronic dUekae, of every
relied on to dot nil it has ever done.
name and ...lure, having by his unwearied auenlion and
exlraoruinary success gained a reputation which c ills naPrepared by
Dit. J. C. Ayer & Co.,
tients from all pans of the country to obtain advice H
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Among the physicians in Boston, none stand huffier in
Lowell, Mass.
the profession than the celeprated DR. DOW, No. 7 End
icott street, Boston. Those who need the services of an
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
experienced physician and surgeon should give him a call.
P. 6. Dr. Dow impoits and has for sale a new article
Aoents,—C. P. FESSENDEN, F. G. COOK, J. S.
called the French Secret. Order by mail. Two for §T HALL, 4 CO., LEVI M. ROBUINS, Rockland ; A. I), Al
and a red stamp.
mond, W.M . Cook, Thomaston; J. T. Dana, DninaApril, 1862.
16Iy
rlscoita ; Jus Perry, Camden ; C. Young, J r , Rockport.
W. L. Alden, 4 Co., Bulqjor, und W. F. Philips, Port
land, Wholesale Agent..
N o tic e .
lely
gpHEjf ommittee on Claims and Accounts will be in ses- September IB, 1862.
at the Custom House, the first Friday of every
month until othetwise ordered
T. K. OsGOOD,
pR Y E ’S VEGETABLE CATHARTIC, OR
J
C. L. ALLEN,
„ „ , .
O. W. KIMBALL,
Rockland, Uay 14,1662.
U n iv e r s a l F a m ily P ill.

P°B

L a-V o n e s D ia g ra m s ,
Cutting Ladies Dresses. For sale at

MISS F. J. KIRKPATRICKS, Bonnet R ooms.
Rockland, August 12, 1862
S5tf

— CONSISTING OF —

DRY

G O O DS,

T he G re a t In d ia n R em edy
FOR. F E M A L E S .

This celebrated Female Medicine, pos
3,1 sessing
virtues unknown of anything else
of the kind, and proving effectual after all
others have failed, Is designed for both
married and single ladies, and is the very
be»t thing known for the purpose, as it
will bring on the monthly sickness in
cases of obstruction,after all other reme
dies of the kind have been tried in vain.
O v e r 2 0 0 0 B O T T L E S have now
been sold without a single failure when
taken as directed, and without the least
injury to health in any case. O ’It is put
tip in bottles of three different strengths,
A r e A d v a n c in g E v e r y D ay,
with full directions for using, and sent by
Express, closely sealed, to ail parts of the
country.
And as most of my Stock was
P R I C E S F u ll strength, §10; H al/ strength, $5; Quar
terstrength, S3 per bottle.
O Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for
O bstinate Cases, in which all other remedies of the kind
have failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represent
1 can sell Goods at
ed in every respect , or the price will be tefunded.
(O BEWARE OF IMITATIONS’ None genuine and
warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M. at his
R E M E D I A L I N S T I T U T E lor S P E C I A L
D I S E A S E S , No. 28-Union Btreet Providence, R. I.
O This Specialty embraces all diseases of a Private
iture both ol MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educat
J U L I U S H A R R IS ,
ed physician of twenty years’ practice, giving them his
whole attention.
F A R N S W O R T H B U IL D JN G ,
J2T Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicines will be sent by Express, se
Head of Sea Street, and nearly opposite Thorndike Hotel, cure lrom observation, to all parts of the United States.
AleO, accommodations for Ladies from abroad wishing
for a secure und quiet RETREAT, with good care until
restored to health.
C A U T I O N .— It has been estimated, that over Two
Hundred T housand Dollars ate paid to swindling
quacks annuully, iu New England alone, without any ben
efit to those wtio pay it. All this comes from trusting
without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of hon
or, charueter, and skill, and whose only recommenda
that he will sell at the lowest prices.
tion is their own false and extruvugant assertions, in
praise of themselves If, therefore, you would avoid be
ALSO,—A large lot of
ing humbugged, take no man’s word. no matter what his
pretensions are, but MAKE INQUIRY
it will cost yot
C u sto m R e a d y -M a d e C lo th in g , nothing and may save you many regrets ; for, ss advertis
ing physicians, iu nine cates out of ten are bogus, there it
of his own Manufacture which he will warrant to give no gaiety in trusting any of them, unless you know who
satisfaction ai as low prices us at any other establishment and what they are.
32T Dr. M. will send free , by enclosing one stamp as
this side of Boston.
above, a Phautplet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, und on
Private Diseases generally, giving full inlormation, with
L a te s t S ty le s o f
the most undoubted references and testimonials without
which, no advertising physician or medicine of this kind
is deserving «.f ANY CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
r ? Orders hy mail promptly attended to. Write your
address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON, as above.
35lf
A n d G e n ts ’ F u r n is h in g G oods, August 22, 1662.

FA LL AND W IN T E R

B o u g h t B efore t h e R ise ,

JAEY O L D

CLOAKINGS AND CLOAKS.
Please examine our S T O C K and P R IC E S
before malting your purchases.

T. E . & F . J . SIM O N T O N ,
N o . 4 B e r r y B lo c R .
Rockland, Sept. 27, 1862.

NEW FALL AND W INTER

D R ESS

GOODS

G re a t V a rie ty ,
V E R Y L O W f o r th e T IM E S ,
NOW OPENING AT

E. B A R R E T T 'S, C heap Stoke.

B E A .V E R ,

CHAJ&LES A . M ILLEK ,
SPANGLED B E A V E R ,

O ffice i n W i l s o n & W h i l e ’s B lo c k ,
N. B. Pension Claims should be presented immediately.
R eferences .—Hon. Israel Washburn, J r., Hon. Abner
Coburn, Hon. James G. Blaine, lion. N. A. Farwell, Hon.
E. K. Smart, Adj’t Gen. John L. Ilodsdon, Col. E. K. Har
ding, M»j. Gen. Wm. H. Titcomb.
Rockland, June 24, 1862.
27tf

C a s to r B e a v e r , U n io n B e a v e r

“ oZ tjtion

T o F e m a le s in D e lic a te H e a lth .
DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 and 9 Endicott
Street, Boston, is consulted daily Tor all diseases Incident
to the female system. Prulupsus Uteri, oi failing of the
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other menstrual
derangements, are all treated upon new pathological
principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a very few
days. So invnriabij certain is this new mode of treat
ment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, and
the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of women and children, than any other
physician in Boston.
Boarding accomodations for patients who inay wish to
stay in Boston a lew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole atten
tion to an office practice, for the cure of Private Diseases
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior In the
United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain four red stamps, or they
will not be ausweredOillce Hours from 8 a. m. to 9 p. nApril, 1862.
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Portland and Sew York Steamers.
pu ip«5_-2sa

B B O A D C L O T H S , <Sko., <Sco.,

Constantly on hand and will be Sold low at

S I M O N T O N ’S

C loak E m p oriu m .

The splendid and fast Steamship
k J S lk ^ jL c H E S A P E A K E , Capt. S. Crowell,
k

will until further notice run as follows :
Leaves Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY
at 4 o’clock P. M., and leave Pier 9, North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, I’. M.
The vessels are fitting up with fine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and com
fortable route for travellers between New York and Maine.
Passage $5.00. including Fare and Stale Room.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport mid St. John.
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the
steamers as earlv us’3 P. M , on the day that she leaves
Portland.
For Freight and Passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Portland.
II. B. CROMWELL, <fc CO., No 86 West Street, N. Y
December, 3,1861.
(No
50lf

N O . 4 , B E R R Y BLO CK .
Rockland, November 14, 1862.

CLOAKS CUT.AND MADE
SH O RTEST

P R IC E S .

47t

N O T IC E ,

And in the most

A PPR O V ED

ST Y L E S,

for those who prefer to buy tbeir Cloth elsewhere.

Desirable Cloths and Clothing,

H A T S,

C A PS,

W lie ix

WILSON Jc W H ITE’S BLOCK,
__
S IG N O F T H E G O L D E N E A G L E .
Rockland, Me.
EEPS a full assortment of Pure and Unadulterated
Drugs, Medicines, Ac. They all being new, must
therefore be fresh, and they can be bought at a satisfactory
price.
Remember they can be found at the Sign of the Golden
Eagle.
Rockland, April 17,1861.
17if

K

SK ATES.

Clothing Made to Order,

a

You will save MONEY by taking your Cloth to

S IM O N T O N ’S

NO. 4 , B E R R Y BLO CK .
Rockland, Nov. 4, 1862.

Ladies', Gent's, Misses’ and Masters’

BU Y

JL I.IL S H A R R IS ,
3<’A R N S W O R T H B U I L D I N G ,

also Ladies’ Parlor Skates, Skate Sirups, oi ail Qualiies, are now offered for sule by

Head of Sea Street, and nearly opposite Thorndike Hotel.
Rockland, October 24, 1S62.
‘Ill;
TTMAJ O n E A i

w a n t

C loak E m p oriu m ,

O N E T H O U SA N D P A IR S

in the latest und most fashionable styles.
Those who favor me with their custom, area>sured lhat
no pains will be spared to give them satisfaction both in
work und prices.

you.

CLOAK CUT OR M ADE

L E V I HI. R O B B IN S,
-n /H iT O T (CL KT?

Which will be sold at the lowest figures.

Silks, UeLaiues, Tliibets, Cashmeres,

J . P . W IS E ,
Itocitiand, fliov. 2P, 18G2.

VA-US-tS VJt'

N o. 8 K iiu h n ll Rl

49tf

Y O U R

WINTER CLOAKS

I m u o r t a n t to th e A fflic te d

H U M A N ; M IS E R Y .

OTERMANS, GINGHAMS, OPERA FLANNELS,
CLOAKS AND CLOAK CLOTHS,

Just Published in a Sealed Envelope ; Price 6 cts
and 9 Endicott Street, Boston, oa all diaeus
A LECTURE BY Da. CULVER WELL, ON THE
PRIVATE OR DELICATE NATURE.
CAUSE AND CURE of Spermaiurrhtea, Consumpf
By
a long course of study and practical experience of
Mental
anil
Physical
DebiJity,
Nervousness.
Epilepsy;
1
CLO TH
unlimited extent, Dr. D. has now the gratification oi pre
paired Nutrition of the Body; Lassitude; Weakness of the
For Men and Boys wear.
senting
the
unfortunate with remedies thut have never,
Back; Indisposition, and Incapacity for study and Labor;
since he first introduced them, failed to cure the m
Dullness of apprehension; Loss of Memory; Aversion to
alarming cases of
F L A N N E L S , H O S I E R Y , A N D G L O V E S , Society; Love of Solitude; Timidity; Self-Distrust; Dizzi
ness; Headache: Affections of the Eyes; Pimples on the
GONORRIKEA AND SYPHILIS.?
SONTAGS. HOODS, CARPETINGS, NEW STYLE
Face; Involuntary Emissions, ami Sexual Incapacity; the
Benenih his treatment, all the horrors of venereal and
FEATHERS Ac., Ac.,
Consequences ol Youthful Indiscretion, Ac., Ac.
impure blood, luipotency, scrofula, fJonorrhtea, Ulcers,
This admirable Lecture clearly proves that the above
NO. 3, B E R R Y BLO CK ,
pain and distress iu the regions of procreation, Inflamma
Which will be sold as Low as the Lowest . All that a
enumerated, often self-alliicied evils, may be icmoved
tion of the Bladder and Kidneys, Hydrocele, Abcesses..
looking for goods at the lowest possible prices are invited without medicine and without dangerous surgical opperaRockland, Nov. 14, 1862.
47tf
Humors, frightful Swellings, and the long train of horrible
to call und examine before purchasing elsewhere.
tions, and should be read by every youth and every man in
symptoms
attending
this
class
of
disease,
are
made
to
be
E. BARRETT.
the land.
come as harmless os the simplest ailings of a child.
Sent under seal, to any address, in a plain, sealed en
Rockland, Oct. 3, 1862.
3w41
SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
velope, on the receipt cl six cents, or two postage stamps,
HIS desirable mechanical arrangement has now been in
by addressing
Dr. D. Devotes a great part of his time to the treatment
use a sufiicient length of time to show that it gives
CHAS. J. C. KLINE A Co.
of those cases caused by a secret and solitary habit, which
tire
satisfaction,
and
actually
is
the
more
valued
the
more
127 Bowery , N ew York , Post Office Box, -1586.
it is tried- This invention is a step in advance of all others ruins the body aud mind, unfitting the unfortunate indi
November 14, 1862.
(rs47)
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in tins department, embracing all and a little more ol their vidual for business or society. Some of the sad und mel
excellencies, and jet happily overcoming all their delects ancholy effects produced by early habits of youth, are
By means ofil a Bed Bottom is obtained which is as flex Weakness of the Back and limbs. Dizziness of the Head,
ible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into Dimness of sight, Palpitation of the heart, Dyspepsia, Ner
its place with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, vousness, Derangement of the digestive functions, Symp
the aged, and all who linger in suffering and weakness. toms of Consumption. Ac. The fearful ellectr
They ure made of good materials, warranted strong aud mind are much to he dreaded ; loss of memory, confusion
of ideas, depression of spirits, evil forebodings, aversion
durable, and not liable to get out of order.
of society, self-distrust, timidity, «fcc., are among the evils
produced. Such persons should before contemplating
'T e s t i m o n i a l s .
matrimony, consult a physician o f experience, and be ai
A N ew Bed . AnderaoH’s Spring Bed Bottom is one
once restored to health and happiness.
the comforts of the age, ns we know from experience. The
Patients who wish to remain under Dr. Dow’s treat
first morning after we used it we got up easier and retired ment
a few days or weeks, will be furnished with pleas
at night with a higher appreciation ot a comfortable bed ant rooms,
and charges for board moderate
than ever before. It is uu economical feature in a family
.V O .
Medicines sent to all parts of the country, with full di
—u substitute for feathers—and its elastic properties ure rections
for use, on receiving description of your cases.—
very great.—Kennebec Courier.
Dr. Dow has also for sale the French Capottes, warranted and every article used in the Manufacture of Cloaks, may
(WEST SIDE, MAIN STREET.)
Mr. D. K. Frohock itas furnished the beds in my house the best preventive. Order by mail. Three for $ 1, und a
Have received and offer for sule a complete assortment o
with the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom, and I lake pleasure red s'amp
be found at
HE subscriber having just returned from BOSTON will in recommending this article as the most convenient,
April, 1862.
I61y
economical and comfortable thing of the kind with which
an entire New Stock of
I ant acquainted.
A. II. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School at Little Blue, Farmington, Me.
SE A SO N A B LE GOODS
We, the undersigned, having used the Anderson Spring
Bed Bottom, E. Hennessey’s Patent, find it to be ail that
it is reccinmended. We very cheeifully advise all who
in which customers can find Goods to suit their wants at
F u r n is h in g G o o d s, &c.,
have anj dosire for ease and com .ort, to fill up their beds
with these Spring Bottoms. We unhesitatingly say, that
the most reasonable rates. They will sell as LOW
may be found at bis old location (in tlie NEW BLOCK, we would not dispose of ours for leu limes the cost, to be
the LOWEST, being satisfied that
just erected oa the site of the late fire,) where he would without them in our families.
J. B. SHAW.
MOODY E. TH U R LO ,
be pleased to meet his old triends and the public generally;
A. M. BR a DLEY, Prop. Revere House. E. Vassalbnro’
assuring them that he can satisfy them in quality of ma
J. II. BARROWS, M. D.
AVING removed to CHAMBERS over his old stan
terial. style of manufacture, and in prices of ail articles
Large Sales m ill Small Profits
JOHN
HUSSEY,
China
House.
(now occupied by J . Wakefield’s Bookstore.;
purchased or garments manufactured to their order.
A. G. LONGFELLOW, Franklin House, Augusta,
NO. 4, B E R R Y BLO CK .
Particular attention will be paid to the cutting of nil
DENNIS MOORE, Anson.
E n t r a n c e N o . 2 C u a to iu H o u s e B lo c k ,
garments to be made by persens not in his employ.
Rockland, Nov. 14,1862.
4'
Mas.
ABIGAIL
M.
TR
a SK, Vassalboro’.
5 well as The purchaser.
1EZ R E M E M B E R T H E P L A C E , NO . 2 ,
C- Hr BRETT.
BENJ. F. HOMANS.
in the New three story wooden Block on the West Side
EPII.
BALLARD,
Cushnoc
House,
Augusta.
of Main Street.
J. HIIA W, China.
C. G. MOFFITT.
F a s h io n a b le C lo th s, C a s s im e re s ,
MRS. M. WEEKS, Vassalboro’.
Rockland, Oct. 22, 1862.
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1 have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping in one o_
the Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms for ihe last three weeks,
D O E S K IN S , V E S T IN G S . A N D
— AND—
and I must say it tar surpasses anything 1 hud anticipated
My wife, who is feeble, has bad no good rest for six months
T R IM M IN G S ,
aving rebuilt on the old lot for many years occl,__ till occupying one of these beds. She would not part with
REV. JOHN ALLEN.
by II. P. WOOD A SON has on hand und offers for it on any account.
Farmington, Feb 2P, 1862.
sale a generul assortment of
We have introduced several of the justly celebrated
at Ao. 4 Perry Block,
“ Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” to our sleeping apart
Mr. Thurlo will answer all calls for Cutting or Making
ments. We give ibis Spring Bed Bottom a decided prefer garments for those who fumi&h their own cloth, and wil"
ence over any and all others we have ever used. Our do so with promptness thoroughness aud good tuste.
L IM E R O C K S T R E E T , R O C K L A N D .
guests speak of them iu the highest terms. We recom
mend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort
JO IN E R ’S TOOLS,
S I N G E R ’S F A M I L Y S E W I N G M A S H I N E ,
ot their guests.
A S p le n d id A s s o r tm e n t o f
w. d . McLaughlin «t son .
MR. T is also Agent lor SINGER’S FAMILY SEW 
To fit the Purchaser, In all the Latest
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
ING MACHINES, equal if not superior to any other
H o u s e a n d S hip T r im m in g s , &c. Mny 12, 1862.
I have used the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom for some manufactured. Persons wishing to purchase can see those
time past, aud pronounce it superior to anything I have beautiful workers iu operation at his establishment, where
known for ease, adaptation to the form and health. I they have been iu constant use for some years, and can
think it preferable to the Spiral Spring bed which I have obtain all necessary information to enuble the purchaser
•A-iid. F a n c y G o o d s ,
just
laid aside tor this. I can with confidence recommend to operate it at once successfully.
O F E V E R Y R E S C R rP T IO JV ,
October 25, 1862.
44tf
it to generul use,
consisting iu part of the following article.:
E . C. BRETT, Counseller at Law.
E c a d P ip e , Sh eet L ea d , T in P la te , Oldtown, May 20, 1862.
S h e e t Iron , & c., & c.
T he Anderson Sprino Bed Bottom.—This is an in.
S tra w , F a n c y A m o u r n in g B o n n e ts
provement upon anything of the kind heretofore invented.
personally tested Its excellence, we feel justified in
FRESH STOCK of those most desirable GOODS jua
A l l kiu<l* o f C u sto m W o r k d o n e to O r d e r . Having
recommeinling it to the public as an easy spring bed, not
received and constantly on hand, consisting of
liable to gel out of order, famishing no possible refuge for
Rockland, Oct. 23,1862.
44tf
vermin, and presenting no objections that we can conceive
Y a rn s , H e a v y F la n n e ls , S a tin e tts ,
of to its universal adoption. We wish everybody would
a n d Ca**iuacre*»
MAYO & K A LER
enjoy the luxury of its use, and surely there are very few
who are unable to do so, as i. j affordedc
surprisingly which 1 will sell at Wholesale or Retail at the same prices
low rate.—Maine Farmer.
as they are sold at the factory.
Testimonials similar to the above have been received
Respectfully invite purchasers of
from the proprietors of the following public houses -.
Cash Paid for Wool or Goods Exchanged,
NO. 4 , B E R R Y BLOCK.
ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
Penobcsot Exchange, Bangor.
W. O. FULLER, Agent,
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
Franklin House, Bangor.
Rockland, Nov. 14,1862.
In great variety.
S p e a r B lo c k .
Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
Rockland, Sept. 2,1862.
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Lewiston House, Lewiston.
H O O D a n d S H E T L A N D T A R N 'S .
Winthrop House, Winthrop.
N IC H O L S ’
Elmwood House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner HouseStoddard House. Farmington.
Such as SADDLER’S and EMBROIDERING SILK,
E lix ir o f B a rk a n d Iro n ,
Revere House, V.issaltoro’.
Tamho, Moravian and Nun’s Colton, Linen Floss,
Chinn House, Chinn.
Franklin House, Augusta.
J1OR Sale at
N E V E R B U Y A
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
J. S. HALL St CO.’S
Abbott’s School, Farmington.
to call before buying elsewhere and examine their slock.
No. 3 Spear Block.
W H I T E GOODS,
Eaton Boy’s Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
By so doing it will be much to their interest.
Rockland,’April SO, 1862.
19tf
American
House,
Belfast.
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolina, Mar
New England House, Belfast.
seilles, and a general assortment of other goods usually
Searsmont House, Seurstnont.
kept iusuch an establishment.
Montville House, Montville.
R e m e m b e r th e P la c e .
U. H Hovey, Lincolnville.
LARGE lot ju9t received, measuring from
AGENT FOR
G. W. Hodges, Thorndike Hotel, Rockland.
60 to 86 feet in length and from 17 to 27 inches
F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O R K ,
Numerous testimonials from the press, and also from through. Apply to
of the best manufacture in the United States, which he
GEORGE L. SNOW.
many persons of the highest respectability, have been re
MAYO & KALER,
keeps constantly on hand or orders at short notice.
Rockland, Sept. 11, 1862.
38tf
ceived, commending the comfort and utility of the AnderUNTIL YOU VISIT
BONNETS B L E A C H E D A N D P R E SSE D .
)n Spring Bed Bottom in the highest terms.
U. HATCH.
AGENTS—James L. Moody. Appleton.
J U S T BECJEIVED •
C O R N E R ST O R E , PJL D SB U R T BRO CK ,
Rockland, Oct. 23 1862.
43tf
E. M. Carlton, Hope and Camden.
Moses Young, Lincolnville.

S IM O N T O N ’S

CLOAK

E M P O R IU M ,

T

FALL AND W INTER

A SU P E R B STO CK O F

•

M O F F IT T ’S

CLOTHING & TAILORING

E S T A B L IS H M E N T ,

T r im m in g s , O r n a m e n ts .

2 UJV1O1Y B L O C K ,

MAYO & KALER

T

F2VLL AND W IN T E R

C L O T H S , C L O T H IN G ,

S I M O N T O N ’S

C loak E m p oriu m ,

I

M IL L IN E R Y

WALTER J . WOOD,

ELEGANT

CLOAKS

FANCY GOODS, H

H A R D W A R E G OODS,

Fall and W inter Millinery,

STOVES

N E W Y O RK STY LES,

W a r r e n F a c to r y G oods.

S I M O N T O N ’S

A

H

A T S

C loak E m p oriu m ,

H o sie ry a n d Gloves,

dry

FjVNCY

E m b ro id erin g m aterials,

M a s ts fo r S ale.

A

M R . L. B. W E T H E R B E E ,
Will give instruction on the

Pill. are purely Vegetable, and a safe remedy
for Dyspepsia, Ciistiveness, Loss o f Annetite Liver P I A X O - F O I T T E ,
THESE
Complaint, and Impurities of the Blood,
s ,d are h i

Pill, io take when Phy.lc I. required. Can b*e founTut
THE SIGN OF THE GOLDEN EAGLE
Rockland,.May 7,1861.
m

A D V A N C IN G !
A l l l i.i n .d f s o f

v *ta ^ !°rces *n riteir

7 y

GEORGE. W. FRENCH,

October 23, 1661.

D K . H . L. FOSS’ LIN IM EN T,

DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

3m52
T h e peculiar taint or
infection which we call
S c r o f u l a lurks in
the constitutions of
multitudes of men.
either produces or is
produced by an en
feebled, vitiated stale
2 of the blood, wherein
.that fluid becomes in-

S. R IC E ,

Rockland, Jan. 1, 1862.

SIM O N TO N S’

Mo. 4, Spofford Block, up Stairs.
Rockland, Dec. 19, 1661.

D u c k , B o lt R o p e . T w i n e , T h in i blew, C o r d 
a g e and a lot of second hand fore and aft sails in goo^
repair, for sale cheap.
SAILS made and repaired at short notice.
Thankful for the liberal patronage heretofore received
the same is respectfully solicited.
Rockland, March 11, 1662.
12tf

TV.

AND P A IN .

A sure remedy for thut terrible scourge DIPHTHERIA.
This remedy has been used in a great many cases, and
nns not been known to fail, when used in the early stages
And we shall be constantly receiving NEW AND SEA of the disease.
SONABLE GOODS by every Steamer.
A sure remedy for Pain, whether internal or external.—
We shall be happy at all times to lreely exhibit our Sold In Rockland, by LEVI M ROBBINS.
November 14, 1862.
42lf
Stock and would respectfully solicit the putronage of the
public generally.
W. R. STOCKBRIDGE & CO.
[Copyright secured.]
Rockland, November 4, 1862.
4Gtf

AKES pleasure in informing his many friends and pat

R id a n d G o a l S lo c k , R u b b e r G oring

W A S H IN G T O N H O U S E ,

D IP H T H E R IA

L o w e st F ig u r e s f o r C ash,

French and American Calf Skins,
L in in g s , B in d in g s.

Rockland, September 2, 1861.

P R O V IS IO N S ,
COUNTRY PRODUCE, FRUIT, NUTS, CON
FECTIONERY, &c.

DRY GOODS BUSINESS,

Made Tkereou.

S H ffi

F U R

Application in person or by letter to

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

Manufacturer of and Wholesaler Dealer in

J D J B 0 O T S .

No CHarffo Unless Successful.

S ta p le a n d F a n c y G ro c e rie s,

Choicest and most Fashionable
FA LL AND

— MADE FROM—

of all descriptions, promptly procured.

AS taken the Store recently occupied by C. C. Chand
ler, Corner of Maine and Lime Rock, Streets, and is
now opening an entirely New Stock of Goods, consisting

where they are opening a stock of the

PATENT
B O U

H
of

U N IO X B L O C K ,

PATENT

O f f i c e , — P i l l s b u r y ’s N e w B l o c k .
B o a r d * n t t h e T h o r n d ik e H o t e l ,—where calls
may be left when the D r . cannot be found at his office.
Dr. Estabrook will be pleased to attend to all calls with
which he may be favored, at his office , where he may
be found day or night.
.
Particular attention given to diseases of the eye and
Ear.
3ml5
Rockland, April 2, 1 8 6 2 .

U. S. Pensions, Bounties & War Claims

N E W A N D E L E G A N T ST O R E

OP THE A G E .

P H Y S IC IA N ,

W A R C L A IM A G E N C Y .

W IL L IA M J . B O N D

D r. T . L . E S T A B R O O K ,

C IT Y

N ew G ooD3.

a jv o t jh c e h

After SEPTEMBER, 7. Address at O. 3. ANDREWS’
Bookstore.
Reference given If required,
Rockland, August 28,1862.
36tf

Opposite Thorndike Hofei.
October 10, 1862.

G U N S & P IS T O L S .

W . E . TOL.MAN,
Agent for Rockland, Thomaston and South Thomaston
August 29, 1862. 6tn36
few boxes old Virginia Tobacco, together with all the

Splended lot of GUNS and PISTOLS, ju.t received at
HOICE TEAS and COFFEES, at
O. H. PEBRY’S.
ABuckland,
Oct, 90,1862.
45if
C BOND’S, Corner Main and Lime Rook Su.

A L a rg e a n d F r e s h S to c k o f

DRUGS AND

CHEMICALS,

S I M O N T O N ’S
Cloak Em porium ,

At J. S. HALL & CO.’S,
N O . 4 , BERRY HL0CK.
Roeklaadj April 30, 2862.

B^ktad, N#V. M, 1862.

.7rf

